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Plenary session
---
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---
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Keynote speech
Presented by: Dr Alan Finkel



Project Yuri - joint case study 
Presented by: Leigh Holder (Yara) and Carlos Trench (Engie)
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Around

18,000
employees

Sales to about

160
countries

Revenue

USD 11.6 Billion
In 2020

Yara is one of the largest fertilizer companies globally, with 
approximately 80% of our business in food and agriculture, 
the remaining 20% in various industrial products and 
offerings

Ammonia 
production capacity 

about 8.5 Million 
tons per year







Australia

Project Yuri – Construction has commenced
commenced

PARTNERS

PROJECT 
OUTLINE

10 MW electrolyser powered by 18 MW of solar PV and supported by an 8 MW
battery energy storage system, to generate renewable hydrogen to produce
renewable ammonia at Yara's Pilbara ammonia plant in Karratha, Western
Australia.
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First of a kind deployment in Australia - renewable hydrogen to produce renewable ammonia using off-

grid renewable power via electrolysis.

To demonstrate case for renewable ammonia in Australia for export (I.e.. Korea and Japan).

Once commissioned will be among the largest renewable powered electrolysers in the world.

Recent Developments: Date

Hydrogen Purchase Agreement, EPC and O&M agreement signed May 2022.

Environmental and native titleapprovals obtained August 2022

WA Govt. Funding Agreement and ARENA financing agreement signed (49.5million) 15 Sept 2022

Announcement of Final Investment Decision 23 Sept 2022

Financial close 28 Oct 2022

Construction commenced (Technip and Monford Group) 14 Nov 2022



Why Yuri?
Demonstrate “First mover” action
Most mature clean hydrogen and ammonia project
Operational 2024 – First on the Australian and East Asian market with clean ammonia –
• Tangible and visual renewable product
• Complementary to other portfolio projects

Strategic location – Western Australia
Proximity to key green ammonia markets
• Established supply routes to strategic customers in Asia – I.e. Japan and Korea
• Australian clean energy export – Japanese/ Korean / East Asian relations in renewable energy where renewable 

hydrogen and ammonia will play a key role
• Established export markets into Asia

Unique learning potential
First of its kind Power-to-X installation – demonstrating the predicted future of renewable ammonia 

production (IEA 2019)
• Off-grid variable renewable electricity, energy storage (battery) and electrolysers integrated with ammonia production

11



Yuri – a long road
• 2014 – Discussions of green ammonia / hydrogen export

• 2019 - Collaboration agreement negotiated 2019 Engie and Yara

• 2019 -AUD$995,000 grant to investigate the feasibility of a 
renewable hydrogen and ammonia facility in the Pilbara.

• 2020 – ARENA funding deployment round announced

• 2021 -Approx. AUD49 million Government support (ARENA and 
WA Govt.)

• 2022 – Financial Investment decision (Mitsui buy in)



Yuri - Challenges

• Risk allocation in corporate structures (structuring) – mapping expectations

• Contract structure – traditional “take or pay” versus risk allocation associated with construction

• Various financing and stakeholder considerations

• Financial modelling

• Oil and Gas and Petrochemical industry speak different languages (a hydrogen purchase agreement is 
very different to a gas supply agreement) – no accepted norms

• Pilot Plants are challenging (no financial imperative)

• Environmental approvals and permitting

• Stakeholder engagement

• Competition for capital within our respective organisations

13
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Green Hydrogen

Americas
~5 projects

AMEA
~10 projects

Europe
>15 projects

Execution-phase H2 plant

Development-phase H2 plant

Pre-development-phase 
H2 plant (selection of 
projects)

HyEx
Rhyno 1

Yuri

HyP Murray Valley

Green H2 
Atlantic

Masshylia

HyGreen

Reuze

2
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HyNetherlandsMultiplHY

Power-2-Methanol
North-C ElektrolyserColumbus 

Ghent

Public projects



Green Hydrogen - Project Yuri
10MW Electrolysis | Western Australia

Ammonia demand expectedto grow

▪ Yuri aims to prove the decarbonisation of the
ammonia sector through green hydrogen

▪ Ammonia used for fertilisers and explosives
▪ Ammonia production responsible for 2% of global

CO2 emissions (mainly produced using fossil gas
and coal)

▪ Green ammonia market expected to grow for use
as low carbon fuel

▪ Yuri to offset ~0.5% of total gas consumption of
existing ammonia plant

Yuri as a first-mover

▪ Once in operation Yuri will be 8x the capacity ofAustralia’s current largest 
electrolyser

▪ Arena grant funding to support a first-of-its-kind project (47.5 mAUD)
▪ Total project cost of 87 mAUD
▪ Collaboration between ENGIE – Yara - Mitsui

Fully contracted offtakeand O&M

▪ Yara as H2 offtaker
▪ ENGIE in charge of techno-economical studies, permitting, design, 

construction, commissioning and asset management
▪ Yara in charge of environmental approvals, integration with existing plant, 

and site O&M

2
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Green Hydrogen - Project Yuri
Construction Started – COD 2024

EPC Strategy
▪ EPCC with Technip Energies and Monford

▪ Global expertise + local construction workforce
▪ 19 months compressed schedule from notice-to-proceed to 

commercial operations
▪ Electrolyser supplied by Peric

Challengesand recommendations
▪ Inflationary pressure on supply chains and construction
▪ Limited resources inAustralia due to construction boom post COVID
▪ Approvals taking longer than normal due to mining and gas developments
▪ Electrolyser market still immature and very shallow. Only small 

manufacturing capacity until middle of the decade, and almost fully 
contracted already

Recommendations
▪ Early engagement with the community and government agencies
▪ Partner with developers with global reach and understanding of the OEMs
▪ Bring finance into the project as early as possible (extensive due diligence 

required for new technology)

Currentstatus and nextsteps

▪ All approvals in place
▪ Started site mobilisation
▪ Target commercial operations in 2024

Export

Ammonia

Industrial Feedstock
Steel & 

Petrochemicals

e-Fuels
SAF &

Methanol
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H2 Breakout session one
---
Green hydrogen: scaling 
up to export
---
Facilitator: Alex McIntosh, ARENA



Building a Central Queensland 
renewable hydrogen industry 

Phil Richardson 
General Manager, New Energy Projects



We acknowledge the Traditional Owners 
of the land on which we meet today, 

and pay our respects to 
Elders past and present.



About Stanwell

34
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Central QLD Hydrogen

Clarke Creek Wind Farm

Wind Farm

Central REZ Battery Project

Aldoga Solar Farm

CENTRAL QLD REZ PROJECTS

Southern REZ Battery 
Project

Wambo Wind Farm

Tarong West Wind Farm

Wind Farm

Blue Grass Solar Farm

SOUTHERN QLD REZ PROJECTS

CAPACITY

2,033MW Wind

400 MW Solar

300 MW Battery Storage

300 MW Hydrogen 
Electrolysis

Our pipeline



Hydrogen Production 
Facility (HPF),  Phase 2

Hydrogen Production 
Facility (HPF),  Phase 1

Larcom Ck 
substation

Hydrogen Liquefaction 
Facility (HLF)

(Gladstone Port)

Boat Ck substation

Central Renewable 
Energy Zone 

Water pipeline Hydrogen gas pipeline

Grid connection

Cairns

Townsville

Brisbane

CQ-H2 Project Gladstone

Gladstone

Aldoga Lot –
QLD Govt owned and zoned 

for heavy development

Up to 

350 MW

Aldoga solar farm 

3 LNG Terminals
(Curtis Island)

Fortescue Future 
Industries (FFI) 

Rio Tinto
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Strategic partnerships across the supply chain
The consortium members have a unique mix of competitive advantages to harness the commercial and strategic potential of this opportunity. 
An MOU was executed between the parties in mid- September 2021.

Utilisation

Upstream Midstream Downstream

ShippingLiquefactionHydrogen productionRenewable energy
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Feasibility study outcomes

38

• Class 4 (+30/-15%) design and cost estimates

• 100% renewable energy supply strategy developed

• Flexible electrolyser load value optimised

Increased project definition and reduced risk in relation 
to:

• Electrolyser
• Balance of plant
• H2 storage
• Transmission
• Water and wastewater
• H2 pipeline
• Port

• Regulatory Approvals pathway developed

• Hydrogen production land secured

• High level of commitment from consortium partners 

• Significant support from Japanese, Queensland., local and 
Australian Government

• Procurement / contracting strategy

• Detailed FEED Plan developed

• Social and stakeholder – local engagement, social impact 
assessment completed

• Broad community support, with sensitivity around water, 
impact on services



Breakdown of Levelised Cost of Hydrogen

Initial capex Lifecycle capex Fixed opex Labour opex Electricity costs Water costs Other costs LCOH



Phase 1 electricity supply
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Hydrogen offtake

Major potential offtaker Kansai  Electric has identified CQ-H2 as a ‘symbolic project’ for both Australia and Japan

• Japan’s second largest power 
generator with 29.4 GW capacity

• Plans to utilise hydrogen at LNG 
power stations, with target to 
import 100 kt green LH2 in 2030

• Has announced plans to develop 
LH2 receiving terminal in Hemeji
City

• Working with Japanese Govt on 
funding support for supply chain

CQ-H2 is progressing opportunities to supply to both liquefied hydrogen and ammonia offtakers



Overview schematic – upstream 



Hydrogen Production Facility site

3.2 km

2
.9

 k
m

Aldoga Lot 24 
(235 ha)

N

The Aldoga site has sufficient land to host both Phase 1 and 
Phase 2 hydrogen production facilities. The site has close 
access to key pipeline corridors towards Fisherman’s Landing 
for hydrogen gas and water pipelines

• The hydrogen production facility will be located within 20 km 
of Fisherman’s Landing at a 235-hectare site at Aldoga. 

• Stanwell has signed an Option Agreement with EDQ to 
secure land for the Project, demonstrating Stanwell’s 
commitment to the Project.

• The Aldoga site was selected given its size and proximity to 
port, power and pipeline infrastructure.

• Aldoga also has less environmental and social impacts and is 
not subject to coastal inundation, storm surge or aircraft 
overhead.

• The site is in close proximity to Acciona’s Aldoga Solar Farm 
and Fortescue Future Industries Green Energy Manufacturing 
(GEM) Centre. 43



Qld peak
8,935

Qld 
annual
2,335

CQ 
peak
4,160

CQ 
annual
2,335

RoQ
annual 

190

Employment impacts, FTEs

$12.4b
Additional 

Queensland GSP

$11.1b
Additional Central 
Queensland GRP

$17.2b
Total value of 

hydrogen exports

Total economic impacts

The economy-wide modelling technique used, estimates the net impacts from an economic growth perspective including jobs created as a result of the project. This means that the 8,936 
jobs are new jobs that are estimated to be created compared to a ‘business as usual’ forecast for the Queensland economy that excludes the project from occurring. 
CQ refers to ‘Central Queensland’ and RoQ refers to ‘Rest of Queensland’ which together sum to Queensland.

Economic benefits



Top concerns – hydrogen industry

Housing

Safety

Water

Environmental impacts

Top community concerns relating to 
the hydrogen industry

What the community wants

• Meaningful social investment that meets community needs, with 
sustained long-term benefits

• Staggered development of the different hydrogen projects to 
avoid a major boom and bust cycle

• To understand the employment and supply opportunities early 
so that people can get job ready

• Indigenous roles and opportunities created

• Management of housing impacts, with a plan post construction

• Improved health care, childcare and education and training

• More people to live and work in Gladstone

45

Social considerations
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CQ Hydrogen Hub 



Project schedule

Q3 Q4 Q3Q1 Q2 Q4 Q3Q1 Q2 Q4 Q3Q1 Q2 Q4 Q3Q1 Q2 Q4

2022 2023 2024 2025 2026

FEASIBILITY STAGE

FS Decision Gate

FEED Planning

FRONT END ENGINEERING DESIGN

FEED Scope Execution

Approvals (Planning and Execution)

Contingency

EXECUTION

Detailed Design

Final Investment Decision (FID)

Major Equipment Procurement

Construction onsite

Commissioning

Contingency

Q3Q1 Q2 Q4

2027

Commercial operations date (COD)



Scan to learn more about 
the CQ-H2 project



The Australian LNG Journey – What can the H2 industry learn?

✓ LNG Export & Domestic Journeys

✓ Key Learnings

✓ Differences - LNG vs H2

✓ Where is H2 now?

37 years operating

5700+ LNG cargoes since 1989

A$34 Billion investment

Woodside Karratha plant, WA
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Australian LNG export journey

1960’s

Opportunity first 

recognised to monetise 

gas reserves in WA

WA Govt underwrite 

Woodside project to 

minimise risk

NWSV signs formal 

agreement with 8 Japanese 

gas & power companies

1st Domgas delivered 

by NWSV in WA

• Talks of gas pipeline from 

PNG to QLD

• CSG exploration commences 

following Govt support 

• International offtakers invest 

in QLD plants 

1st exports from 

Darwin, NT begin

Present

• East coast domestic gas 

shortage and price increase

• 1st exports from QLD begin

• AUS becomes 2nd largest 

exporter in the world

Exports from 

Wheatstone, WA 

begin

Exports from Ichthys, 

Darwin begin

AUS overtakes Qatar 

as largest exporter in 

the world

Export plants can produce up to 87M tonnes p.a in Australia

Production starts at Pluto 

plant (Woodside, WA)

Production starts at 5th & 

final train in Karratha, WA

• 1st exports, WA 

begin
• Exploration intensifies 

in Australia

Exports from 

Gorgon, WA begin

1979   1981 1984 1989     2000 2006   2008 2012 2015 2016 2017 2018

2020

• Domestic gas shortage & 

high prices on East Coast

• No common infrastructure 

on East Coast
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Australian LNG exports over the past three decades
Reference: COAG Energy Council, 2019
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Countries with largest LNG export capacity in operation worldwide
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Key learnings from the export LNG Journey to date

• 1979 WA Government underwrites the future LNG 

industry

• 1981 Long term binding offtake contracts with Japanese 

power and utilities

• 1989 NWSV LNG production begin (10 years from initial 

Govt support)

• Asian offtakers invested in Australian LNG plants

• Technical risk mitigated by experienced global partners 

e.g. Shell

• Domestic gas shortages on East coast 2015

No domestic gas shortages on West coast (reservation 

policy)

• No common infrastructure (Gladstone)

• 2020 AUS becomes largest LNG exporter in the world 

(30 years)
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Domestic 

LNG Journey 
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Australian LNG domestic journey

Micro LNG plants can produce between 50tpd to 250tpd (365kT p.a)

Only 1 micro LNG 

plant in Dandenong, 

VIC supplying all gas 

retailers 

Kleenheat Gas (EVOL) become 

pioneers in alternative clean fuels 

to supply trucking and stationary 

energy markets with LNG

• BOC enters market on 

East coast

• Wesfarmers and EDL   

commission plants in 

West Coast

Introduction of 

federal excise on LNG 

powered vehicles

• Shell enter the market 

• Marked increase in gas prices,  

on the East coast

• Westport stop producing 

engines suitable for Australia

No more LNG powered 

vehicles in Australia

Domestic gas shortage & 

high prices on East Coast

Impact of GFC results 

in collapse of oil price

AGL commission 

Tomago plant in NSW

Truck market peaks at 

250 vehicles in Australia

Further investment in plants 

& equipment in WA by 

EVOL, Clean Energy Fuels & 

Woodside /EDL to supply off 

grid applications

Viva Energy acquires 

Shell and & shelves 
plans for LNG Highway

2001 2008   2009 2011   2012   2013   2014 2016 2019   

2020
2000 Present
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Key learnings from the domestic LNG Journey to date

• Fuel cost savings essential when switching diesel trucks 

to alternative fuels

• Reliable OEM LNG truck supply with support/warranties 

essential for logistic companies to switch from diesel

• Affects of 2008 GFC & oil price collapse challenged 

economics

• Government excise on LNG in 2012 made fuel less 

competitive 

• ~250 LNG powered vehicles in 2013

• No LNG powered vehicles in Australia in 2019

• Domestic gas shortages & high prices on East coast 

following commissioning of QLD export plants

• No domestic gas shortages on West coast & lower gas 

price. Reservation policy in WA 

• Investment continuing in WA (Evol, Clean Energy Fuels, 

Woodside/DL)
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May 2022
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Key differences of LNG vs H2

• H2 development is driven by climate change 

• Requests from investment houses for companies to have decarbonisation

plans

• H2 economics value proposition more challenging 

• Global Government support for H2 development e.g. US (IRA), Germany)

• H2 more complex
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Electrolyser Market in Australia 2022

Project owner Status Supplier Capacity (kW) Technology

ATCO In operation NEL 260 PEM

Actew AGL In operation NEL 50 PEM

AGIG In operation Siemens 1,250 PEM

BOC In operation ITM 220 PEM

Toyota In operation ITM 220 PEM

Jemena In operation Hydrogenics 500 PEM

Horizon Power In operation Unknown 347 Unknown

ENGIE Approved Unknown 10,000 Alkaline

Viva Approved NEL 2,500 PEM

FMG Approved ITM 1,400 PEM

Total Capacity 16,747
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LNG timeline vs H2 prediction

Reference: BloombergNEF & COAG Council/Deloitte
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Years - LNG exports from Australia

LNG Exports Green H2 Production

2030 onwards: 

Deloitte 2019 

Scenario 1 

(H2 dominates)

Assume H2 exports 

start from 2025 in 

small amounts 

(BloombergNEF –

2022)
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1. Overview



Key Points:

• 1 MW PEM electrolyser and compression, storage and 
dispenser (CSD) package.

• SunHQ will refuel five 140-tonne rated hydrogen fuel cell 
electric trucks (FCETs). 

• Combined, the FCETs will require a total of ~91,250 
kg of hydrogen per annum.

• The facility will be integrated with the Sun Metals Zinc 
Refinery and co-located with a 121 MWAC solar farm.

• The FCETs will operate on a 27km round trip between 
the Sun Metals Zinc Refinery and the Port of Townsville 
(mostly flat). 

SunHQ Project Overview

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum67



• Owner’s engineer and BoP design.

• Providing technical assistance in the design 
process. 

• Hydrogen fuel cell electric truck provider. 

• American company, established an 
Australian presence at the start of 2022. 

• Electrolyser & CSD package provider.

• American company, establishing an 
Australian presence. 

Key Project Partners

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum68

Technology 
Provider

Technology 
Provider

Owner’s Engineer

Party Role Description



Site Overview

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum69

Key Points:

• Key components: HV Switchroom, Transformer, 
Electrolyser, LP storage, Compression, HP storage, chillers 
and Dispensers. 

• Project requires a dedicated HV Switchroom due to high 
fault levels on-site. 

• Site to be supplied by an underground 33 kV cable from 
the existing Sun Metals Substation.

• Layout has been set up for expansion. Pipe rack has been 
centralised to easily connect future works.

Future-works



Electrolyser Package

Key Points:

• 1 MW PEM electrolyser unit 

• Containerised solution

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum70

• ~1.6 – 1.8 ML of water p.a.

• Reject water to be captured

• Production can be varied in 
response to electricity prices

Water 

Treatment

Raw 

Water

Reject 

Water

Oxygen

Anode 

Separator

Nitrogen

(purge)

Anode Cooler
Electrolyser 

Stack

Cathode 

Separator
Deoxidiser Drier

Recycle 

Water

Hydrogen



Key Points:

• CSD designed such that the FCETs take approx. 15 
minutes to refuel. 

• 30 minute recovery period required between each 
refuel. 

• More frequent refuelling is a function of high 
pressure storage capacity. 

• Operational learnings will be important. 

CSD Package

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum71

Time Activity

9:00AM First truck begins refuelling

9:15AM 30-min recovery period of the HP storage

9:45AM Second vehicle begins refuelling

10:00AM 30-min recovery period of the HP storage

10:30AM Third vehicle begins refuelling

10:45AM
5hr break period from 1st vehicle 
refuelling

2:00PM Fourth vehicle begins refuelling

2:15PM 30-min recovery period of the HP storage

2:45PM Fifth vehicle begins refuelling
Electrolysis

40 bar
Dispensing

350 bar
HP Storage

450 bar
LP Storage

40 bar



Key Points:

• Hyzon Motors to deliver 5 x 140-
tonne rated prime movers. 

• 200kW fuel cell to be used. 

• Trucks will be capable of completing 
roughly 6 round-trips per tank. 

• Operational learnings will be 
important.

Fuel Cell Electric Trucks

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum72



Key Project Components

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum73

Project components are being sourced globally.

Component Pickup location, ex-works

Electrolyser Vietnam

Electrolyser Air Cooler Vietnam

Compressors United States of America 

LP Buffer Tank Australia

Bulk HP Storage Container Germany

Chillers Italy

Dispensers United States of America

Hydrogen Trucks Australia
• LP Buffer Tank pictured left. Located in Sydney.

• Chillers pictured above. Located in Melbourne.



2. Progress



Key Points:

• Plant proximity to populated areas has been considered.

• Long-lead items have been ordered. 

• Equipment arrives on site from December 2022.

• Commissioning expected Q2/Q3 2023.

• Oversized BoP to facilitate future expansion.

• Process can be easily adapted to fill tube trailers for third 
party customers.

Progress To-Date

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum75



Key Points:

• Engineering delays due to OEM 
unfamiliarity with AS3000.

• OEM supply chains have been 
heavily disrupted. 

• Target commissioning at the 
end of July 2023. 

Schedule

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum76



3. Lessons Learnt



Lessons Learnt

Ark Energy  - ARENA Insights Forum78

Lesson Comment

OEM familiarity with Australian 
standards

• Some Australian standards are unique and not well understood.

• Particularly AS3000, Australia’s electrical standard for design, 
installation, safety and testing, and the AS60079 Series.

• Further work is required to upskill international OEMs on the 
requirements.

Project challenges presented by 
lack of depth and experience in 

local supply chain

• Hydrogen engineering capability and supply chains are at an early 
stage of development. 

• International OEMs currently require a high-level of oversight to 
ensure all relevant standards are being met. 
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Lesson Comment

RPEQ sign-off is required on 
engineering design completed 

for projects in QLD

• All engineering design works completed for projects located in QLD 
must receive Registered Professional Engineer of Queensland (RPEQ) 
sign-off. This is a Queensland specific requirement.

• Ensure international OEMs are aware of and can meet this 
requirement.

Early engagement of Owner’s 
Engineer / In-house capability

• The early engagement of an Owner’s Engineer helps de-risk 
technical non-compliance.

• In-house resources required to oversee and coordinate Owner’s 
Engineer and OEMs. 



Thank you

Dan Hamel
Head of Commercial, Strategy & Operations
Ark Energy Corporation Pty Ltd
E: daniel.hamel@arkenergy.com.au
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Matthew MacLeod

Manager – Energy Solutions
New Business Solutions
Toyota Australia
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➢ The Toyota Hydrogen Project (Ecopark) is a demonstration scale facility for the production, storage and utilisation of hydrogen.

➢ The project includes the Hydrogen Experience Centre (HEC) to promote collaboration and education with key stakeholders.

➢ Located at Toyota Australia site at Altona North, Victoria, Australia.

➢ The system elements in the project are:

❑ Hydrogen Experience Centre (HEC)

❑ 87kW solar PV and 132kWh Li-Ion battery storage.

❑ Electrolyser capable of up to 83kg of H2 gas per day.

❑ Storage of hydrogen gas. 

❑ Refuelling station for both 35MPa & 70MPa vehicles.

❑ Stationary fuel cell.

❑ SCADA monitoring system.

BACKGROUND
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4). H2 Dispenser

3 c). Fuel Cell

1). Electrolyser
2), 3). Hydrogen Storage Tanks

3b). H2 Compressor

1). Solar Array

Toyota Ecopark
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Ecopark Timeline

Major Project Elements Required time

Council planning permits 6 months

Equipment selection 9 months

Supplier Contracts 12 months

Equipment leadtime

(Time from Purchase Order issued to delivery)

15 months ~ 18 months

Site planning

(Equipment, Safety, civil, mechanical, electrical)

12 months

Site works (Safety, civil, mechanical, electrical) 4 months

Equipment installation 3 months

Equipment commissioning 6 months

Safety system planning 5 months

Plant commissioning 3 months

➢ Project timeline ran from Q1 2018 to Q4 2021.

➢ The major project elements are shown below.

➢ The duration of these elements was affected by COVID19.

➢ Site planning timeframe spans from initial concept layouts through to detailed plans required for install and construction.
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Opened March 2021

➢ 136 completed Events.
➢ More than 1400 individual attendees.
➢ Promote hydrogen innovation and education to key stakeholders.
➢ Supports collaborations between government, technology developers and 

educators to progress the uptake of renewable hydrogen in Australia.

HYDROGEN EXPERIENCE CENTRE
➢ Tour groups cover multiple sectors:

➢ secondary and tertiary schools

➢ Local, State and Federal Government members

➢ Government agencies

➢ Local and overseas industry bodies

➢ internal Toyota parties

ARENA delegation

Alex McIntosh, Ian Kay, Georgia 

Lourandos and  Alexandra Motbey

Fire Rescue Victoria Japanese Ambassador and

Consul General of Japan

Engie representatives Victorian Government DEWLP
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Refuelling

Vehicle Type Refuel 

Pressure

Max. H2 Refuel 

(kg)

Max. Refuel Time 

(mins)*
Toyota Mirai 70MPa 5.0 5 minutes[1]

Forklift 35MPa 1.2 3 minutes[2]

Bus 70MPa 25.0 Est 30 mins[2]

Truck 35Mpa 35.0 Est 60 mins[2]

*Excluding dispenser purge cycle.

[1] Subject to SAE J2601_201612 T40 standard refuel protocol

[2] Vehicle dependent, not specified in current version of SAE J2601_201612

➢ Ecopark is designed to refuel both 350 bar and 700 bar vehicles.
➢ Refuelling is in accordance with SAE J2601_201612 refuelling protocols.
➢ Designed to fill 2 fork lifts, 6 Mirai and 1 heavy vehicle per 24 hours.
➢ Demand based production.

➢ From start December 2021 through to end August 2022 Ecopark

completed 386 refuels & dispensed 818 kg.

➢ The average dispensed per fill is 2.4kg. 

➢ Average time to refuel is 4:09 minutes.

➢ Customers are using the Mirai in similar patterns to ICE vehicles and 
will arrive to the refueller with remaining range varying from 10km to 
200km.

➢ Forklift refuelling to support FC fork in Altona parts warehouse.
➢ Capable to refuel Caetano FC bus for local trials & engagement.

Design

Operational Data



ConfidentialHydrogen Plant Process Flow

1). Input to electrolyser:
H2O & electricity 

2). H2 gas from electrolyser to LPV

3a). H2 gas from LPV to MP through 
compressor

3c). H2 gas from LPV to Fuel Cell

3d). Electricity from FC to 
grid

3b). H2 gas from LPV to HP through 
compressor

4). H2 gas from IC90 to Vehicle
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Lessons Learned

➢ Prioritise Australian standards.

➢ Ensure all suppliers understand and apply Australian requirements

➢ Components must be certified to IECEx whereas many overseas 

suppliers use ATEX. 

➢ Pressure vessels must comply with Australian Standards.

➢ Equipment may need adjustment to operate under Australian 

conditions.  Ambient temperatures above 35C required the cooling 

in the IC90 to be adjusted to achieve consistent operations.

➢ Once operations commence, parts will become more susceptible to 

failure.

➢ Local support is critical to minimise time taken to correct any issues. 

➢ Commercial success is enhanced by engaging Subject Matter Experts 
(SME) as early as possible.

➢ Staged delivery and installation of equipment helps mitigate 
pandemic impact.
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Lessons from Learnings

Chris Dolman, Business Manager Clean Energy

2022
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Our Hydrogen facilities

Linde Footprint in South Pacific

Altona

SMR H2

1.5 TPD Bulk &

Cylinder Filling

Wetherill Park

NATA Accredited

Laboratory

Bulwer Island

PEM Electrolysis

100kg / day

North Ryde 

Clean Energy team

Murrin Murrin

SMR H2

22 TPD

Toyota/BOC H2 Refueller

Welshpool G&G

Operating Dec 2020

18 vehicles
AGIG H2 Loadout

Bulk Hydrogen 

Loading Facility

~ 10000 Cylinders  p.a.

> 4000 Tonnes Bulk & 

Pipeline Products p.a.

La Trobe

Australian First H2 Liquifier

supplied by Linde Kryotecknik

Qfleet Refueller

Brisbane

2021 Q2

10 vehicles

NZ Electrolysis

Green Hydrogen 

Loading Facility & 

supply
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Our ARENA Project

Green Hydrogen supply chain and Refuelling

BOC Bulwer Island Facility

230 KW ITM PEM Electrolyser

Powered by solar panels 

Onsite use of H2 for Argon 
purification

Onsite stationary storage

Supply Chain

Tube trailer supply (400kg) at 
165 bar

Onsite stationary storage

Hydrogen Refuelling BP Lytton

Tube trailer supply (400kg) at 
165 bar

Onsite stationary storage
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Hydrogen Safety

Managing a Hydrogen Economy Safely: Key Considerations

Production
Distribution 
& Storage

Other 

Considerations
Applications

Feedstock
- Electrical 
- Methane 
- Flammability

Hydrogen 
- Flammability
- Compression
- Material 

Compatibility
- Asphyxiation

Liquification

- Electrical 
- Methane 
- Flammability
- Compression
- Cryogenics

Storage
- Flammability
- Compression
- Material 

Compatibility
- Cryogenics (Lhe)
- Asphyxiation

Trucking
- Transport code
- Shipping code

Cylinders
- Manual Handling
- Material 

Compatibility
- Compression

Refuelling
- Flammability
- Compression
- Material Compatibility
- Cryogenics (Lhe)
- Local legislation

Gas Applications
- As above

Heating
- As above

Australian Standards v 
International Standards (IECXe)

Pressure Vessels

Hazardous Material

Firefighting

State Based Legislation

Local Approvals

Availability of expertise locally to 
support

Community Views

Availability of vehicles to 
Australian standards
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Hydrogen Partnerships and Social Licence

Picking the right partner to avoid delays

• Partnerships are key to progressing the hydrogen sector with all partners bringing a unique skill 
set

• Key to successful partnerships
• Aligned objectives
• Understanding of each others approval processes
• A mutual understanding of acceptable risks

• Social license is site and region specific (at least in the short term as community understanding 
grows)

• Key to achieving social license
• Who are the local community?
• Are they used to industrial risks and assessments?
• Is there another local issue (not related) that may be shoe horned into your project
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Invest in local skills and products if possible

Supply chains remain costly and a challenge

• The majority of H2 equipment is imported into Australia

• The majority of commissioning resource is also imported 

• BOC have worked with our vendors to localise these skills built on existing H2 skill sets

• Local skills ensure
• Initial procurement scope meets Australian standards
• Vendors are used with experience – limiting further delays
• Projects can be installed, commissioned and operated locally (with remote support if 

needed)
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Lessons from Australian Projects: Three Key learnings

15/12/2022 Footer

Australian Standards Are Unique

•Hazardous Area legislation – interpretation still differs by state

•Pressure Vessel Requirements – requirements may vary by state

•Buffer zones for mobility infrastructure – national standard needed
•ME93 is currently under review – keep across it

Local Skills are Key

•Hydrogen is a new skill set too many sectors

•Partner with groups who have experienced hydrogen in Australia – safe 
adoption is key to the sector

• IoT allows for remote commissioning with overseas support in many cases

Consider Social License

•Hydrogen has been used by industrial users and researchers for 50+ years

•Mobility will impact the general community who have never been exposed to 
Hydrogen applications

•Councils need support in assessing this new technology
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Questions?



Panel discussion
Andrew Williamson, ARENA
Daniel Hamel, Ark Energy
Rhys Moore, Viva Energy
Matthew Macleod, Toyota
Chris Dolman, BOC    



H2 Breakout session three
---
Green hydrogen: Certification and 
Derivatives 
---
Facilitator: Fiona Simon, AHC



Guarantee of Origin 
Trials
Learnings and Outcomes

Cameron Mathie – Lead, Guarantee of Origin implementation

Tuesday 29 November 2022



cleanenergyregulator.gov.au

Guarantee of Origin - Scheme objective

The purpose of the GO scheme is to build confidence in the world marketplace for 
low emission Australian products.

In a successful hydrogen 
market, users must be able to 

differentiate hydrogen 
according to where it comes 

from, how it was made, and its 
carbon intensity

A GO certificate system will:

• Allow sellers to demonstrate 
quality features of their product

• Assure purchasers of the integrity 
of their product and enable them 
to verifiably claim the use of low-
emissions products
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Approach to GO scheme development

• Industry views for a GO 
scheme:

• Internationally aligned

• Covers hydrogen 
production and hydrogen 
energy carriers 

• Developed by end 2023

International 
consumer 
outreach

Co-design of 
scheme 

architecture

(trials) Renewable 
electricity 
GO work

Legislation 
development

IPHE 
methodology 
development
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Product lifecycle emissions intensity
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Primary products Secondary products 

Secondary GO Process Pathway Secondary GO Process PathwayPrimary GO/input Process Pathway

Electricity

Anaerobic digestion

Landfill gas 

Natural Gas in a pipeline

Synthetic Methane

Upstream LNG

Natural Gas with upstream CCS in a 
pipeline

Other ores

Iron Ore

Bauxite

Grid

LGC

Brown Coal

Black Coal

BBR – non LGC eligible RE GOs

Direct Export

Offshore – not LGC eligible

Post 2030 LGC RE GOs

Residual mix calculation

LGC methods

Desalinated water

Waste water

Gravity/pumped water

Upstream Coal

Upstream 
Natural Gas 

Upstream water

Methane

Minerals 

Electrolysis

SMR

Coal Gasification

Ammonia

LOHC

Haber Bosch

MCH

Other

Methanol Synthesis 
from methane

Emerging

Compressed 
Hydrogen

Compression

Liquid Hydrogen
Compression and 

Liquefaction

Hydrogenation 
(CO2+H2)

H2

Sustainable Aviation 
Fuel

Biodiesel

Methanol

Sustainable Aviation 
Fuel

Sustainable Aviation 
Fuel

Iron-  direct 
reduction

Steel Electric Arc 
Furnace 

Bayer process - 
Alumina

Hall-Heroult 
Aluminium

Zinc

Iron/Steel

Aluminium/
Alumina

Steel Basic Oxygen 
Furnace 

Cement

Glass

Other Metals

Clinker

Cement

Glass
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GO certificate information – provenance principle
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GO supply chain traceability

In future, a GO certificate may be used as an input into downstream creation of other GO certificates

Renewable Electricity GO Hydrogen GO Ammonia GO GO Consumed 

GO 1 GO 2

GOs as Inputs 

GO 3 Consumption

RE emissions RE emissions H2 emissions+ RE emissions H2 emissions+ NH3 emissions+ RE emissions H2 emissions+ NH3 emissions+
Consumption 

info+
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Trial participants
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Trials Phase 1



Key Learnings – Phase 1 

• The scheme must have high integrity and 
be trusted among domestic and 
international stakeholders

• Balance needed between scheme 
integrity and transparency against the 
costs of participation

• Consistency with international markets 
and standards to enable trade

• GO will provide a trusted underlying data 
source for products

• Underpin other government, industry, 
and international schemes and 
standards
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• Upstream emissions

• Upstream data availability, confidentiality, timeliness

• Limited incentive to improve data measurement 

• Co-products

• Concerns about gaming or misrepresentation of 
emissions

• Measurement and metering

• NGER measurement framework as basis for GO 
requirements

• Scope 2 emissions – imported electricity

• Complex arrangements – on-site and import, 
time/spatial matching

Complex issues
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GO emissions intensity calculator
• GO trial hydrogen calculator developed by GHD

• Emissions accounting methods based on IPHE 
guidelines

• Trial participants successfully used to calculate 
emissions intensity

• Completed calculator learnings:

• Default emission factors valuable – particularly for 
upstream

• Consistency in emissions sources critical

• Reflect upstream emissions reductions

• Renewable electrolysis has low emissions – high 
sensitivity
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Contact
www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au

enquiries@cleanenergyregulator.gov.au
1300 553 542

Contact
www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au

enquiries@cleanenergyregulator.gov.au
1300 553 542

Thank you
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Ammonia Certification Considerations 
ARENA Insights Forum
Leigh Holder
Business DevelopmentDirector–Australia
29 November 2022



Certification = providing evidence to support a claim, in 
order to increase its credibility

CERTIFICATION TRUST VALUE



• Today there is no globally agreed 
definition of what constitutes clean 
ammonia, but a color code based on 
production pathways linked to the 
hydrogen is widely used (blue, green, 
yellow, turquoise etc.)

• What is clear is that for ammonia to be 
termed clean, it will need to have a 
significantly lower carbon intensity/ 
footprint than today's “grey” ammonia.

What is clean ammonia, and how to be sure that the 
ammonia you receive is truly clean?



• A certificate is the provision by an 
independent body of written assurance 
(the certificate) that a product, service or 
system in question meets specific 
requirements.

• It is the formal attestation or confirmation
of certain characteristics verified through
an assessmentor audit.

Certification is only way to document clean ammonia



Improve reputation

Create premium brand 

Improve ESG score

Meet voluntary GHG targets

Comply with regulatory 
obligations

Qualify for incentives

Certificates serve several (interdependent) purposes

IRA



• Easy to use and accessible for new users;
• Analysis and calculationsdetermine carbon intensity of the product, and avoid 

assumptions that exclude certain technologies and pathways;
• Harmonize with existing schemes and schemes in development;
• Have shelf-lives and boundaries to make sure emissions are properly accounted for, so 

that environmental benefits are not double-counted;
• Be able to trade ammonia as a molecule and a certificate/credit,so that parties who 

wouldn’t normally be able to obtain the molecular product can still invest in the 
environmental attributes;

• Be a result of wide consultation from a diverse range of stakeholders.
(Ammonia Energy Association, 2021)

Goals of certification



Challenges

• Customer preferences towards various attributes of clean ammonia are 
still uncertain.

• Most regulations and incentives are still uncertain.
• Getting certified can be a long and resource-intensive process
• Virtual intra company swapping has significant limitations



Source: Towards the certificationof ammonia,Hinicio, 2021

Certification consists of many elements



Principles for certification



Purpose voluntary disclosure voluntary disclosure voluntary disclosure TBD depends compliance

GHG methodology
ISO 14067, 22095, GHG

Protocol
ISO 14067, 22095, GHG

Protocol
IPHE IPHE

GHG scope Cradle-to-gate Cradle-to-gate Cradle-to-gate

Chain of custody Mass balance Book & claim Book & claim Book & claim
Mass balance + Book &

claim

ESG criteria
Hydro, wind, solar (not 

biomass or nuclear)
EU RED II

ESG criteria

Electricity requirements 
inspired by RED but with 

some flexibility

ESG criteria <1 kg CO2/kg H2

There is no single certificate that serves all 
purposes. Several are under development.

This listis non-exhaustive: several more schemes are available and under development.
There are also otherdifferences between theschemes that are not shown here.



• In September 2022 pre-certification granted to Project Yuri – Clean Energy 
Regulatory and Smart Energy Council

• The Yara plant is the first green ammonia project to receive the Council’s certification
• Yara needs to provide customersand regulators confidence about the low carbon 

footprint of the ammonia produced
• Requirement to differentiate clean ammonia into different products or “tiers”, because 

it’s clear that different customersand regulators in different markets and regions are 
going to have different demands for what clean hydrogen/ammonia is.

• Development of standards and schemes is critical to the development of the market
• Stakeholdersare also looking at the ammonia industry to propose a standard
• This will be challenging, especially when the number of stakeholdersbecause very 

large and/or very diverse

Project Yuri – a launchpad for certification in 
Australia



• The Smart Energy Council and Clean Energy Regulator provide a reputable audit trail for 
the Yuri Project – as first of a kind in Australia

• Bureau Veritas,engaged to undertake the technical assessments for the pre-certification
• This is a new process but we aim to have a certification arrangement in place for the Yuri 

molecules
• There are/were still very few certificationschemes available, and Project Yuri will be in 

production by 2024
• Emphasis is on internal documentation and the level of traceability and auditability, that 

can then be rolled out across industry
• GO Scheme – great initiative - tradeable certificates,provided they are robust, 

transparentand credible, will be critical for scaling up domestic and international trade of 
hydrogen and its derivatives.

Why did Yara choose to seek the Smart Energy 
Council scheme, and has it been useful?



• Value is directly linked to the credibility of the scheme/standard,and the recognition by 
stakeholders and their authority

• Across jurisdictions this will be a challenge
• Whatcustomerscan use the certificate for, and the potential compliance it gives with 

incentive schemes/penalty avoidance.
• Today all certification schemes are based on voluntary disclosure, resulting in large 

uncertaintyabout the exact value of the “green premium”.
• Yara expect this to change as markets become regulated, and standards are adopted
• This will occur as more pressure is applied on companies to reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions

Value of certification schemes in the global markets for 
Yara's products, or how that's expected to change?



Certification portfolio roadmap

2023 2024 2025
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GreenPower ® | 

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

National GreenPower Accreditation Program

29 November 2022

ARENA Insights Forum 

Disclaimer: The information contained in this presentation is for guidance only and does not constitute legal, financial or other advice. Participants should seek independent advice to confirm the accuracy of the information in this presentation.
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1. GreenPower program

2. Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

3. Early insights

Contents
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What is                                ?

GreenPower is an independent, NSW Government-managed 

accreditation program established in 1997.

GreenPower makes sure that customers that purchase 

‘renewable electricity’ from their providers (retailers) get what 

they ask for, and that green credentials are only used once.

GreenPower program aims include:

• provide consumer choice and encourage growth in 

demand for renewable energy

• facilitate new renewable energy installations beyond 

mandatory requirements

• decrease electricity sector GHG emissions.
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‘Green and good’ credentials - role of GreenPower

139

Renewable 
electricity

Hydrogen Network gas 
(methane)

Other 

Help consumers find 
the ‘green’ option

GreenPower  
GP tick on H2GO 

or 
a Renewable Gas GO

Renewable gas 
GO

GP tick 

Data reporting 

system 
CER - LGCs CER – H2 GO

RGCP* and Gas 

GO
Other GOs

* GreenPower’s Renewable Gas Cert ificat ion Pilot will operate unt il a Gas GO or other longer-term cert ificat ion is established. 

GreenPower is used by consumers directly for claims, as well as for business certifications such 

as RE100, ClimateActive, NABERS, BCorp etc. 

Program ov erview
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How do we do that? 

140

Data: 

• Leverage national data reporting frameworks 

• GreenPower’s own certificates where necessary

Who is eligible: 

• Apply environmental, social best practice criteria 

• Align with and lead international best practice standards

Increase consumer choice and trust: 

• Work with retail and certificate trading partners 

Program ov erview

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

CER REC Registry

Program rules and eligibility criteria
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Renewable Gas 
Certification Pilot
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Renewable gas certification pilot

Biomethane upgrading plant. Image courtesy of Eneraque and 

Bright Biomethane 

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

Supporting voluntary uptake and incentivising the 

displacement of fossil natural gas with renewable gases: 

- biomethane and biogas

- hydrogen (focus on blending)

- may add other fuels.

Aims:

Incentivise new 

renewable gas 
projects 

Decarbonise 

hard-to-electrify 
gas use

Support emissions 

reductions from 
energy use 

Develop new 

voluntary 
markets 
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How the gas certification will work

143

Renewable gas 
production

•Accreditation of 
production 
facility

Verification of 
gas production 

•Creation of 
renewable gas 
certificates in 
registry

Certificate 
trade

•Tracking of 
certificate 
ownership in 
registry

Surrender of 
certificates

•Ev idence for 
consumer claims 
of renewable 
gas use

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot
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Timeline

144Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

Q1 2021

Research 
phase

Q3 2021

Design phase

Q1 2022

Public 
consultation

Q2 2022

Delivery 
phase

Q4 2022

Rules 
released

Q1 2023 

Launch of 
pilot

Q1 2024

First annual 
audit 

preparation

Q2 2024

Decision on 
extension of 

the pilot

Today

Duration – The pilot will operate until an ongoing gas scheme is available, and for at least two years.
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Early project insights 

• Risks of unintended consequences of certification 

• Energy inputs and ‘renewable gas’ definition 

• Emissions disclosure vs reductions  

• Sustainability of water use 

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

Malabar Wastewater Treatment Plant, Image courtesy of Sydney Water
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Unintended consequences

• Concerns of delaying or replacing electrification.

• Is electrification the lowest cost decarbonisation?

• What should limited renewable gas resources be used 

for? 

• Supporting consumers vs delaying change 

• Role of certification vs overall outcome and individual 

situations 

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

Malabar Wastewater Treatment Plant, Image courtesy of Sydney Water
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Energy inputs and emissions 

• Renewable energy inputs, energy crops 

• Definition of ‘renewable gas’ reliant on inputs 

• Technology-agnostic certification 

• Energy crops, upstream emissions considerations 

• Disclosure of project emissions intensity vs avoided 

emissions

• Best-practice renewable energy products should 

disclose residual emissions 

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

Malabar Wastewater Treatment Plant, Image courtesy of Sydney Water
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Water use 

• Sustainable water for green hydrogen production 

• No clear consensus on definition 

• Existing uses for treated wastewater 

• Droughts, seasonal changes determine local impact 

• Materiality compared to local water sources

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

Malabar Wastewater Treatment Plant, Image courtesy of Sydney Water
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Participation in the pilot

Malabar Wastewater Treatment Plant, Image courtesy of Sydney Water

Renewable Gas Certification Pilot

How to participate: 

• Project accreditations will start in Q1 2023. 

• Projects from across Australia can participate. 

• Renewable gas projects and commercial gas users 

can now express interest in joining the pilot. 

Enquire by contacting 

greenpower.admin@planning.nsw.gov.au 
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Thank you

For any questions or to join the Pilot, please get in touch at:

greenpower.admin@planning.nsw.gov.au 



Panel discussion
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Cameron Mathie, CER
Leigh Holder, Yara
Manuel Weirich, DPIE  
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Green Steel: Global markets and 
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---
Facilitator: Lisa Randone, ARENA



Steel 
Decarbonization: 
Market Overview
ARENA Insights Forum

Kobad Bhavnagri

November 2022
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BNEF offices around the world

250
BNEF professionals in
18 locations*

Houston

New York
San Francisco

Munich

Beijing

Seoul

Hong KongNew Delhi

Singapore

Sydney

Tokyo
MilanZurich

London

São Paulo

Washington DC

Oslo

*Part of the Bloomberg LP network of
19,000 employees in 176 locations.

Los Angeles
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BNEF 
coverage
Strategies for a cleaner, 
more competitive future
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Industrial companies are increasingly 
committing to net-zero

Source: BloombergNEF. Note: Plastics include polyolefins and PET.

Tracked capacity covered by a corporate net-zero target, by material (March 2022)

Cement 
30%

Aluminum 
24%

Plastic 
53%

Steel 
27%
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And so are steel buyers

Source: BloombergNEF

Tracked steelmaker net-zero targets Tracked automaker net-zero targets
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Source: BloombergNEF

There are four main technological 
pathways to zero for steel-making

Increase 
recycling

Convert process to 
electric smelting

Convert process to 
hydrogen direct 

reduction

Retrofit carbon 
capture and storage
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Abatement strategies of selected majors

Source: BloombergNEF, company reports
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Source: BloombergNEF, OECD, company reports. Note: List is not exhaustive.Source: BloombergNEF, OECD, company reports. Note: List is not exhaustive.

Europe Rest of world

Company Location Completion
ArcelorMittal Germany NA

SSAB, LKAB, Vattenfall Sweden 2024

Thyssenkrupp Germany 2022

Aferpi Italy 2020

Primetals Technology Austria 2020

Salzgitter Germany 2020

Saralle Poland 2019

Verbund, Siemens Austria 2019

BGH Edelstahlwerke Germany 2018

Acciaieria Arvedi Italy 2018

Project Location Completion
POSCO South Korea 2021

Steel Dynamics Texas, U.S. 2021

Makran Steel Complex Iran 2020

Vijayanagar, JSW Steel India 2020

Nucor Steel U.S. (various) 2019-20

Emirates Steel United Arab Emirates 2016

Boston Metal Massachusetts, U.S. 2014

Ternium, Praxair Guerrero, Mexico 2010s

PT Krakatau Steel, RMI Cilegon, Indonesia 2007

Pilot projects are popping up around 
the world

DR-EAF (H2) EAF (electric) CCS/CCUS MOE (electric)
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But the industry is far from its goals
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And the macro-econmic environment is 
challenging

Source: Bloomberg Terminal, Kallanish, CU Steel, Scrap Monster.

Steel prices in US, Europe and China
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How to get to net-zero by 2050

Source: BloombergNEF

Transformation pathway for the steel sector

All new capacity is 
hydrogen or MOE

Existing plants 
blend hydrogen, 
new-build mostly 
direct reduction

Recycling rate rises, 
plants switch to 
clean energy
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Recycling dramatically lowers 
emissions

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Cement

Steel

PET

Aluminum

Emissions from production (tCO2eq/t-material)

Primary

Secondary

Source: BloombergNEF, Ashby 2009. Note: emissions reductions per ton of material produced. For details see: Circular Economy Series (web | terminal).

-96%

-57%

-79%

-50%

Emissions can fall to 
near-zero if 100% clean 

electricity is used

https://www.bnef.com/series/2e5ea5ded5000551
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/QS9UFIDWLU6Y
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Secondary steel can help meet demand 
growth if recycling rates are lifted to 100%

Source: BloombergNEF

Steel production by source – Improved Recycling Scenario
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But even with 100% recycling, 58% of 
supply will still need to come from primary steel

Source: BloombergNEF

Steel production by source – Improved Recycling Scenario
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Hydrogen is one of the most  promising 
options for green steel making

Source: BloombergNEF. Note: H2 is hydrogen. Capex, opex and hydrogen price assumptions are based on Germany. The cost range of production from fossil fuels 
represents costs for new-build steel plants. 

Levelized cost of steel with hydrogen prices, 2050
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Source: BloombergNEF. Assumes Chinese alkaline electrolyzer costs published in Hydrogen: The Economics of Production From Ren ewables (web | terminal), 
except PEM and western alkaline in 2021, which are assumed to cost $1,200/kW and $1,000/kW respectively, $200/kW lower than i n 2019 (see Appendix). Electricity 
costs derived from BNEF’s 2H 2020 LCOE Update (web | terminal), mid scenario. 

As green hydrogen production costs 
should fall significantly
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Convergence of Chinese and 
western electrolyzer costs, 
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electricity cost

Further decline in 
electrolyzer and renewable 
electricity costs

Levelized cost range of renewable hydrogen, 2021-2050

https://www.bnef.com/insights/21213
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/PWKOO46JTSRF
https://www.bnef.com/insights/24999/view
https://blinks.bloomberg.com/news/stories/QL4UHZT1UM11
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The amount of H2 needed to make steel 
is the greatest uncertainty

Source: BloombergNEF

Hydrogen intensity’s impact on green steel costs
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Ore quality matters, but it is an 
economic issue, not a technical one

Source: BloombergNEF, Mysteel and Custeel sourced via Bloomberg Terminal
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Source: BloombergNEF. Note: Capex, opex, and cost of CO2 avoidance assumptions are based on U.S. and China values. 

Carbon capture can be added to fossil 
fuel furnaces, but is an added cost
Levelized cost of steel with carbon capture and storage, 2050
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CCS should start to scale in the US

Source: Great Plains Institute, BloombergNEF

Nth of a kind cost of capture for liquid absorption vs subsidy available
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Source: BloombergNEF.  Note: The calculation is based on capex and opex in the U.S.

Direct-electric processes require cheap 
24/7 electricity to be competitive
LCOS with clean electricity for Molten Oxide Electrolysis in the US, 2050
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Route to net-zero by 2050

Source: BloombergNEF

Potential supply curve for steel, 2050
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Incentives needed for net-zero

Source: BloombergNEF

Carbon prices required to support net-zero steel making (at NOAK costs)
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The future, 

is green

Source: Robert Trezona, Twitter
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The Big Picture 

◼ Steelmaking contributes 7 to11% of world CO2

◼ Moves to decarburising economy by 2050

◼ Western countries - shift towards “Circular Economy”

How to link renewables to heavy industry?

Can Hydrogen fill the gap for the steel industry?

How much can we rely on recycling alone?

Impact of declining ore grades on steelmaking?
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Impact of Paris Agreement on Steel?



© Swinburne University of TechnologyImage from Zulhan, 2013 and Table from Hornby and Brooks, DFM 2021 
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Schematic of Midrex DRI process from Midrex P/L
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DRI Processes on the Rise

2018 Direct Reduction Statistics, 
Midrex P/L, 2019



© Swinburne University of TechnologyHornby and Brooks, Midrex DFM June 2021
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Thyssen Krupp Hydrogen Blast Furnace Trials

Geerdes et al., 2009
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Swedish Hydrogen Strategy Hybrit

Pei et al., Metal 2020
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Australian Initiative - Calix ZESTY Process

Calix ZESTY  - New Hydrogen DRI Process
Iron Ores Fines/Hydrogen Gas Flash 
Smelting
Electrical Heated Reactor – Renewable 
Energy
Testing underway in Bacchus Marsh Facility
Building on experience in calcining kilns
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Scrap and Product Quality

Jones, AISTech2022
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Graphic from The “Limits to Growth” and ‘Finite’ Mineral Resources, p. 5, Gavin M. Mudd

http://s3.amazonaws.com/zanran_storage/nzsses.auckland.ac.nz/ContentPages/953681807.pdf
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Iron Ores

Hematite (70 wt.% Fe)      Fe2O3

Magnetite (72 wt.% Fe)     Fe3O4

Siderite   FeCO3

Goethite                              FeO(OH)

High grade ores (65 wt.% +) Low grade ores (30-62 wt.%)

Silica and alumina will increase slag volume

Phosphorus and sulphur will be costly to remove 

Images from www.mii.org
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Impact of DRI on EAF Steelmaking

Kirschen et al., Energy, 2011

Based on rich 
ores >65%Fe!
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The Big Picture - Inputs 

◼ Grades of export ores are drifting downwards

◼ DRI is generally currently made from high grade ores

◼ Impact of expanded DRI production – more gangue to melt in 

EAFs and loss of productivity

◼ Scrap quality is a major obstacle to making high quality steel 

from scrap alone

◼ Green Hydrogen is currently costly and at low scale
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One Solution - Hydrogen DRI-Melter-BOF

Figure: BlueScope’s decarbonisation pathway of steelmaking
BlueScope, Climate Action Report, 2021



© Swinburne University of TechnologyGraphic from SMS Presentation at EOSC October 2022
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Open Slag Bath furnace (OSBF)

Figure 10: CO2 emissions for different 
routes

Cavaliere, P., et al., 2022

• DRI-OSBF-BOF

• No CCSU–700 kg/tls

• With CCSU – 500 kg/tls

• HDRI- OSBF-BOF 

• No CCSU – 400 kg/tls

• With CCSU – 250 kg/tls
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Pathways & Iron Ore Quality

Wimmer, G., J. Rosner, and A. Fleischander, 2022

Figure : Cost sensitivity on ore grade 
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Molten Oxide Electrolysis 

https://www.greencarcongress.com/2021/02/20210214-bostonmetal.html
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Molten Oxide Electrolysis – Anode Materials 

Allanore et al, Nature 2013
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Molten Oxide Electrolysis - Issues 

Currently low TRL - Demonstration plant 2024/5

Cell Voltage – Anode/Cathode Gap critical 5V or ????

Anode Materials – Ferro-Chrome life and performance?

Productivity/Capital – hundreds of cells to produce 1MT steel

Compatibility with existing steel infrastructure ?

Watch this space!
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Re-thinking Steelmaking in Carbon Restrained World 

a) Clever scrap sorting so we can move closer to circular model

b) Develop a melting furnace for H2 DRI from lean ores ????

c) Optimise the EAF performance around high gangue DRI

d) Incorporate a Melting Furnace to deal with high gangue – how 

will it work? Productivity?

e)   Can we develop a practical electrolysis route?

Innovation in Steelmaking !!!
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Patent- Production of ferro-alloys: Australia patent no. 2005279678; India patent no. 299773; South Korea patent no. 10-1365413; South Africa patent no. 2007/02731; New Zealand patent no.
554303; Mexico patent no. 297415; USA patent no. 8021458; Canada patent no. 2578576; Brazil patent no. PI 0514874-0; Japan patent no. 5594936; Singapore patent no. 155887; Belgium, France,
Greece, Luxembourg, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, UK patent no. 1799875; Germany patent no. 60 2005 042 014.2; Turkey patent no. TR201401444; Italy patent no. 502014902236951

Patent-Improvements in the production of ferro-alloys: Europe patent no. 2155914 (validated in Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, UK, Italy, Luxembourg and Poland); USA patent no. 
8070849; Japan patent no. 5439364; Canada patent no. 2685210; South Africa patent no. 2009/07412; Singapore patent no. 156269; New Zealand patent no. 580591; Mexico patent no. 
300856; India patent no. 286414; China patent no. 200880013962.3; Australia patent no. 2008247330; South Korea patent no. 10-1613191

https://www.smart.unsw.edu.au/technologies-products/green-steel

https://www.smart.unsw.edu.au/technologies-products/green-steel


• Steel is defined as an alloy of iron, carbon and various alloying elements.
It is evident that steel industry needs carbon.

• Moreover, the sector is on a pathway of decarbonization, and the role of
hydrogen to achieve the same is gaining worldwide attention.

• Certain wastes have both carbon and hydrogen in their molecular
structure.

• Hence, it is essential to unlock the value through suitable technological
solutions. (For instance, PIT -Polymer InjectionTechnology).



General charging materials:
• Scrap/DRI
• Coke/anthracite
Renewable charging materials 
as alternatives to fossils:
• Waste rubber tyres
• Waste polymers

Benefits of EAF over BF/BOF:
• Ability to process complex 

scrap
• Less energy intensive
• Less CO2 emissions
• Capability to produce full 

range of steel grades 
including high grade, 
specialized alloy steels

• High process efficiency 
and flexibility

Source: 2013 AIST Howe Memorial Award, Pittsburgh, USA. Sahajwalla V; Zaharia M; Mansuri I; Rajarao R; Dhunna R; Yunos NF; Khanna R; Saha-
Chaudhury N; O'Kane P; Fontana A; Skidmore C; Vielhauer P; O'Connell D; Knights D, 2013, '2013 AIST Howe Memorial Lecture: The power of steelmaking 
- Harnessing high temperature reactions to transform waste into raw material resources', AISTech - Iron and Steel Technology Conference Proceedings, vol. 
1, pp. 1 – 17



Electric Arc Furnace Steelmaking



Polymer Injection Technology
• Molycop is the global commercial partner with UNSW, providing critical 

industry support in the development and commercialization of innovative 
technologies. 

• PIT enables the partial substitution of injection carbon that is produced 
from fossil fuels, with waste polymeric materials such as crumbed rubber 
from end-of-life tyres. 

• Presents a high value resource recovery option for a problematic waste 
stream. 

• Molycop will consume around 90,000 used tyres pa in its Australian 
steelmaking operation that would otherwise be stockpiled or go to landfill. 

• It also results in improved EAF energy efficiency.

Source: 2013 AIST Howe Memorial Award, Pittsburgh, USA. Sahajwalla V; Zaharia M; Mansuri I; Rajarao R; Dhunna R; Yunos NF; Khanna R; Saha-
Chaudhury N; O'Kane P; Fontana A; Skidmore C; Vielhauer P; O'Connell D; Knights D, 2013, '2013 AIST Howe Memorial Lecture: The power of steelmaking 
- Harnessing high temperature reactions to transform waste into raw material resources', AISTech - Iron and Steel Technology Conference Proceedings, vol. 
1, pp. 1 – 17



Wastes as resources of carbon and hydrogen for steel industry

Material Carbon% Hydrogen% Ash%

Waste resources Rubber tyres 85.9 8 5.7

HDPE 85 15 -

PC 75.5 5.5 -

Bakelite 53.24 4.02 17.77

Waste coffee 51.6 6.24 2.6

Macadamia nut 
shells

47.6 - 0.2

Fossil fuel Metallurgical coke 85-88 0.2 10-12

Source: Assef i, Mohammad, Sajjad S. Mof arah, Samane Marouf i, Rasoul Khay y am Nekouei, Wei Wang, Elmar Kert, and Veena Sahajwalla. "Regenerat ion of  hy drogen through thermal micronisation of  end-of -lif e poly mers f or sustainable 
reduction of  iron oxide." Fuel Processing Technology 226 (2022): 107038.
Biswal S; Pahlev ani F; Bhattachary y a SK; Sahajwalla V, 2020, 'A nov el ref orming approach of  utilizing spent cof f ee grounds to produce iron', Resources, Conservation and Recycling, v ol. 163, pp. 105067 -
105067, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resconrec.2020.105067
Dhunna R; Khanna R; Mansuri I; Sahajwalla V, 2014, 'Recy cling waste bakelite as an alternativ e carbon resource f or ironmaking applications', ISIJ International, v ol. 54, pp. 613 - 619, http://dx.doi.org/10.2355/isijinternational.54.613
Kumar U; Marouf i S; Rajarao R; May y as M; Mansuri I; Joshi RK; Sahajwalla V, 2017, 'Cleaner Production of  Iron by  using Waste Macadamia Biomass as a Carbon Resource', Journal of Cleaner Production, v ol. 158, pp. 218 -
224, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jclepro.2017.04.115

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.resconrec.2020.105067
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Source: Assefi, Mohammad, Sajjad S. Mofarah, Samane Maroufi, Rasoul Khayyam Nekouei, Wei Wang, Elmar Kert, and Veena Sahajwalla. 
"Regeneration of hydrogen through thermal micronisation of end-of-life polymers for sustainable reduction of iron oxide." Fuel Processing 
Technology 226 (2022): 107038.

THE INTERCALATION OF H2(G) INTO THE FEXOY STRUCTURE
RESULTED IN THE REMOVAL OF OXYGEN AND THUS
TRANSFORMATIONS OF FEXOY TO LOWER OXIDATION STATES.

THIS IS FOLLOWED BY THE FORMATION OF H2O VAPOURS THAT
DIFFUSE OUT OF THE FE SYSTEM.

THE H2O MOLECULE SUBSEQUENTLY IS REDUCED TO H2 AND
CO IN THE PRESENCE OF HIGH-QUALITY SOLID C FORMED DUE
TO RAPID DECOMPOSITION OF THE POLYMER. 

THE HIGH CONCENTRATION OF EMITTED H2 AND RAPID
DECOMPOSITION CH4 TO CO AND CARBON CLUSTERS CREATED
A REDUCING ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH H2 DIFFUSES INTO MOLTEN
SLAG AND REDUCES FEXOY. 

THE PRODUCED H2O IN RETURN REACTS WITH SOLID C AND
REGENERATES H2.

HYDROGEN AND CARBON FROM WASTE FOR GREEN STEEL PRODUCTION



• Steel is the main material that will be required in the transition to renewable energy: solar, tidal, geothermal and wind.

• Hydrogen can help to achieve a clean and sustainable energy future. 

• Hydrogen will play a key role as a reductant in steelmaking.

• Decarbonization of steel industries will require renewable hydrogen and carbon which can be harnessed from the waste 
materials.

• Renewable energy and renewable materials should be combined for decarbonizing the steel sector.

RENEWABLE ENERGY AND MATERIALS – STEEL SECTOR



Molycop is a significant long-term supporter of 
investment in renewable energy

• In 2019 entered 11 year PPA backed by offtake agreements with 
the Bomen Solar Farm (Wagga Wagga) and the Sapphire Wind 
Farm (Glen Innes)

• Expected share of renewables generation is 100,000MWh pa 
(Solar 58,000MWh pa and Wind 42,000MWh pa)

• Total renewable energy purchases equate to half of our 
consumption

• When available could support via long term agreements further 
renewable energy generation from wind to improve coverage at 
night

• Industrial scale storage is required to reach 100% renewable 
electricity usage

• Molycop’s long term commitment underpins regional investment 
in renewable energy infrastructure



• EAF Steelmaking globally is typically in the 15 percentile for emissions.
• Molycop Australia’s steelmaking carbon emissions (tonnes CO2e/tonne crude steel) are lower 

than 93% global steel production.
• Increase use of renewables will further reduce emissions.

Molycop

EAF’s are Low Carbon Emissions Processes

Source: CRU, Molycop

Molycop= 0.75 tonnes CO2e/tonne of crude steel

Emissions Curve - Crude steel



Essentials for success:
▪ Understanding each others culture and definition of success 
▪ Professional development of staff/students including career opportunities in research, industry, 

communities
▪ Integrated team and communication with various stakeholders

Communities & Government

Research

Industries

Integrated Team

SMaRT Strategy for Collaboration 



Innovation and Partnerships

Innovation and partnerships have the potential to 
improve practices, business, and people’s lives 

Moving from ideas to impact – transforming 
innovation into solutions 

Creating new opportunities 



Key factors for success:

• Proficient research team with extensive expertise in the field of iron and steel.

• Access to high-end, state-of-the-art research equipment and facilities to solve day-to day problems.

• Access to an industrial facility for transition of technology from lab to commercial scale.

• Trust, transparency through strong governance and mutual investment in stable relationship.

• Connect lab research all the way through to commercial outcomes.

Challenge faced: Commercialization funding for translating lab research to industrial scale. 

The challenge was addressed by securing financial support through grants (for instance, the recent AMGC grant) 
for the industrial trials and implementation. 



Panel discussion
Lisa Randone, ARENA
Kobad Bhavnagri,  BNEF
Geoff Brooks, Swinburne University
Veena Sahajwalla, UNSW



LEM breakout session two
---
Green Steel: Australian initiatives & 
lessons learnt
---
Facilitator: Alison Reeve, Grattan Institute
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Cautionary Statements
This presentation has been prepared by Rio Tinto plc and Rio Tinto Limited (“Rio Tinto”).
By accessing/attending this presentation you acknowledge that you have read and understood
the following statement.

Forward-looking statements
This document, including but not limited to all forward looking figures, contains certain forward-looking 
statements with respect to the financial condition, results of operations and business of the Rio Tinto Group. 
These statements are forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the US Securities
Act of 1933, and Section 21E of the US Securities Exchange Act of 1934. The words “intend”, “aim”, “project”, 
“anticipate”, “estimate”, “plan”, “believes”, “expects”, “may”, “should”, “will”, “target”, “set to” or similar 
expressions, commonly identify such forward-looking statements.

Examples of forward-looking statements include those regarding estimated ore reserves, anticipated
production or construction dates, costs, outputs and productive lives of assets or similar factors.
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and
other factors set forth in this presentation.

For example, future ore reserves will be based in part on market prices that may vary significantly from current 
levels. These may materially affect the timing and feasibility of particular developments. Other factors include 
the ability to produce and transport products profitably, demand for our products, changes to the assumptions 
regarding the recoverable value of our tangible and intangible assets, the effect of foreign currency exchange 
rates on market prices and operating costs, and activities by governmental authorities, such as changes in 
taxation or regulation, and political uncertainty.

In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, actual results could be materially different from projected 
future results expressed or implied by these forward-looking statements which speak only as to the date of this 
presentation. Except as required by applicable regulations or by law, the Rio Tinto Group does not undertake 
any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new 
information or future events. The Group cannot guarantee that its forward-looking statements will not
differ materially from actual results. In this presentation all figures are US dollars unless stated otherwise.

Disclaimer
Neither this presentation, nor the question and answer session, nor any part thereof, may be recorded, 
transcribed, distributed, published or reproduced in any form, except as permitted by Rio Tinto. By accessing/ 
attending this presentation, you agree with the foregoing and, upon request, you will promptly return any records 
or transcripts at the presentation without retaining any copies. 

This presentation contains a number of non-IFRS financial measures. Rio Tinto management considers these
to be key financial performance indicators of the business and they are defined and/or reconciled in Rio Tinto’s 
annual results press release and/or Annual report. 

Reference to consensus figures are not based on Rio Tinto’s own opinions, estimates or forecasts and are 
compiled and published without comment from, or endorsement or verification by, Rio Tinto. The consensus 
figures do not necessarily reflect guidance provided from time to time by Rio Tinto where given in relation
to equivalent metrics, which to the extent available can be found on the Rio Tinto website.

By referencing consensus figures, Rio Tinto does not imply that it endorses, confirms or expresses a view on 
the consensus figures. The consensus figures are provided for informational purposes only and are not intended 
to, nor do they, constitute investment advice or any solicitation to buy, hold or sell securities or other financial 
instruments. No warranty or representation, either express or implied, is made by Rio Tinto or its affiliates,
or their respective directors, officers and employees, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or achievability
of the consensus figures and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, no responsibility or liability is accepted
by any of those persons in respect of those matters. Rio Tinto assumes no obligation to update, revise
or supplement the consensus figures to reflect circumstances existing after the date hereof.

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved



Why does the world need to 
decarbonise the steel industry?

The steel industry ranks first among heavy 
industries when it comes to CO2 emissions, 
accounting for 3 billion tonnes of CO2 annually or 
~8% of global total

However, steel is a key material to enable the 
transition to a decarbonised sustainable future

It is either a Climate Solidarity Pact –
or a Collective Suicide Pact

“

UN Secretary General Antonio Guterres 
COP27

”

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved



Range of technologies is required for mid-to-low grade

Shift from the BF era

• Various technologies will emerge 
aligned to regions and ore bodies –
based on cost and renewable 
energy availability

• Potential for ironmaking to be in a 
different location to steelmaking –
ironmaking may move to centers of 
low-cost energy

• CCS/U may complement the 
various technologies

• Green pathways utilizing lower-
grade ores are needed including; 
Melter + BOF/EAF, Biomass, 
Electrolysis

Blast Furnace

Scrap + EAF

Other – Smelting, 
Electrolysis

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved



Our 6 key workstreams on Steel Decarbonisation

Optimising 
current 

technology

Upgrading our 
Pilbara ores

Ironmaking with 
Pilbara ores 
Pathway 1

Ironmaking with 
Pilbara ores 
Pathway 2

High-Grade 
Pathway

High-Quality 
Iron Ore

Improving existing 
processes

Finding optimal 
stage(s) along the 
steelmaking value 
chain to remove 

impurities

Developing an 
alternative 

steelmaking route
to H2 DRI

Testing Pilbara ore 
suitability and 

exploring an Electric 
Melter to remove 

impurities

Entry to high-grade 
green iron market 
and demonstrate
new tech using

RT ores

Supporting our
iron ore portfolio 

decisions

1
BF Optimisation

2
Pilbara Beneficiation

3
BioIron

4
H2 DRI + Melter

5
High-Grade DRI

6
Iron Ore Portfolio

Customer Partnerships
Dedicated Rio Tinto Steel Decarbonisation team

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved



Low-carbon Electricity

We are developing a green alternative pathway for iron and steelmaking

Simple Raw Material Preparation Ironmaking1

The microwave energy 
turns the pre-reduced 
ore into carbon-
containing metallic 
iron2 4

Carbon 
containing 

DRI

Pig Iron Product6

Gangue removal 
in an Electric 

Melter

Electric 
Melter

5

Fine Iron Ore, Fluxes and Biomass 
are blended together...1

...and compacted into Green Briquettes 2

Pre-heat / Pre-reduction Zone

Air used to 
combust 
volatiles

Combusts volatiles and 
pre-heats the briquettes 
to >600°C ahead of 
microwave section 3

Microwave 
Furnace

Stage where oxygen is 
removed

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved



Partnership with BlueScope explores adding an Electric Melter 
into the process

Step 1: Ironmaking Step 2: SteelmakingOre

D
R

-E
AF

Pellets DR Shaft EAF

Current DR-EAF technology requires higher-grade feeds

Processing Pilbara ores with Hydrogen – Partnership with BlueScope 

Transition to carbon-neutral: the industry is shifting from 
BF-BOF to H2 DR-EAF steelmaking

BF-BOF DR-EAF

0             200              400             600              800              1000              1200             1400  

<58%
58%-62%

62%-65% 65
%

-6
7% >6
7%

%
Cumulative production (mt)

Seaborne Iron Ore Product by Grade

Fe
%

D
R

-M
el

te
r-

B
O

F/
EA

F

Pellets DR Shaft

BOF EAFor+ Electric Melter

DR Fluid Bed

or

Fines

or

Adding an electric melter to remove gangue enables the use of 
ore typically used in the blast furnace

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved



Thank You
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ZESTY 
Zero Emissions Steel

TechnologY

ARENA Insights Forum
29 November 2022

Phil Hodgson
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A new way to “heat stuff up”

28 patent families 
covering core 
technology and 
applications

>A$120m has been 
invested to date in 
developing the 
technology

Highly-active materials

Highly porous “honeycomb” structure = 
more chemical- and/or bio-activity

CO2 capture

Capture of high purity 
CO2 when processing 
limestone

Renewable 
energy-ready

Chemical / Mineral 

processing

Mineral “Honeycomb”

Calix’s core technology platform

Industrial decarbonisation & environmental solutions
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Sustainable processing solutions

Magnesite
Bacchus Marsh 

Commissioned 2013
(50,000 tonnes per annum)

Cement Meal / Limestone
Belgium – “LEILAC-1”
Commissioned 2019

(50,000 tonnes per annum)

Manganese
Spodumene

Calcined Clays
Alumina

Hydrogen / Iron
Bacchus Marsh 

Commissioned 2019
(2,000 tonnes per annum,

fully electric)

Calcium Salts
Sweden 

Commissioned 2022
(2,000 tonnes per annum,

fully electric)

Multiple applications under development
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Zero Emissions Steel TechnologY

Potential lowest cost zero emissions iron & steel

About ZESTY

• Hydrogen reduction of iron ore

• Can be easily and efficiently 
renewably powered

• Targeting theoretical minimum 
hydrogen use – simple gas recycle

• Processes fines <~0.3mm, no 
pelletisation

• Targeting zero emissions iron and 
steel*

*in conjunction with Calix’s “Leilac” zero emissions lime

Simple 
process 

(low pressure /
no fluid beds)

Compatible 
with fines & 
lower grade 

ores

No fossil fuel 
requirement

No CCS 
required

H2 not 
combusted / 

easily recycled

BF / BOF + H2 ✓ × × × ×
DRI-MIDREX ✓ × × × ×
DRI-HISARNA ✓ ✓ × × ×
FINMET × ✓ × × ×
HYBRIT ✓ × ✓ ✓ ×
DRI_MIDREX 
H2

✓ × × × ×
Flash iron 
making ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
HYFOR × ✓ ✓ ✓ ×
ZESTY ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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Zero Emissions Steel TechnologY

ZESTY development to date…

Phase 1 & 2: 

completed

✓ Theoretical kinetic 

studies

✓ Conversion of electric 

calciner to run 

hydrogen

✓ Confirmation of 

electric calciner + 

hydrogen reduction 

performance

✓ Successful pilot 

testing with multiple 

ores 

SEM Images of the different samples after processing @950C; H2/Ored =2

Fe
Wt
%)

D50
(um)

SSA
(m2/g)

Pore Volume
(cm3/g)

a) Siderite 43 87 25 0.035

b) Goethite / 
Hematite 57 130 15 0.034

c) Goethite / 
Hematite 59 129 14 0.039

d) Magnetite 67.5 38 0.8 0.003

a)

b)
c)

d)
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Zero Emissions Steel TechnologY

ZESTY conclusions and next test runs…Q1 2023

• Initial pilot testing has resulted in metallisation approaching requirements 

for downstream processing – demonstrating clear proof-of-concept 

• Reduction and metallisation extents for the non-porous and dense 

magnetite sample was lower reaching a maximum metallisation degree of 

54 mol% at 1050°C

• Increasing the residence time and/or temperature for the processing of 

dense, non-porous magnetite samples is expected to lead to an 

improvement in the reduction and metallisation extents achieved by 

ZESTY

• A more extensive ore testing program is being run in Q1, 2023 following 

further modifications to the pilot unit
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A render of the Calix fully electric ZESTY 
reactor rated for 30kTpa iron production

The ZESTY reactor will be the same scale as 
Leilac-1 reactor for cement and lime

Pre-FEED / FEED study 

• A$947,035 ARENA grant.

• Proposed 30,000 tpa, zero CO2 emissions ZESTY-iron demonstration 

plant.

• Study towards final investment decision, including:

- Testing / confirmation / design input from pilot test runs

- Beneficiation / passivation / briquetting / smelting trials

- Multiple ore testing

- Site determination

- Knowledge sharing & partnership development

Phase 3: pre-FEED / FEED study

Towards Financial Investment Decision by end-2023
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Phase 4: Engineering, procurement & construction

• Late 2023 to early 2025

• Construction, commissioning, testing of commercial demonstration
scale ZESTY process

Phase 5: Commissioning and commercial demonstration 

• Early 2025 onwards

• Commissioning / testing phase ~ target 4 months

• Operational proving phase ~  target 8+ months (leading to 
permanent use via modular expansion)

Phases 4 & 5: EPC & commercial demonstration

A commercial demonstration facility would target modest capex & possible revenue 
recovery from sales of green iron
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Strategy Inputs Outputs Outcomes

ZESTY Iron
Green iron added directly into 

existing processes

Australian 
iron ore

Australian renewable 
energy

Green 
iron 
exports

Use in blast furnace / basic 
oxygen furnace systems

Allows gradual reduction in 
carbon footprint 

No dramatic change to steel 
production asset base

ZESTY 
Steel

ZESTY capacity directly into steel 
production process (eg replacing 

sintering capacity)
Steel maker

Green
steel 
products

Produce lower carbon & 
ultimately green steel*

At current green hydrogen, natural gas and coal pricing, ZESTY could be economic at current EU ETS CO2 prices 
(€85 / tonne)

A dual opportunity – iron & steel

Early green iron opportunity + medium term green steel opportunity

*in conjunction with Calix’s “Leilac” zero emissions lime
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Key enablers

Demonstration phase

• Site and feed-stock access – Iron Ore producer

• Estimated Up to ~1,500 Tpa H2 (10MW electrolyser)

• Estimated up to 7 MW power source for calcination

• Ideally – green iron “off-taker”

• Site labour 6 FTE, technical support 2 FTE

Scale-Up considerations…

• With H2 @ US$3.50/kg, Electricity @ US$42/MWh – could we produce green iron at <US$400/tonne…?
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BLUESCOPE OPERATIONS AND PRODUCTS

United StatesNew Zealand and 

Pacific Islands

Australia

ASEANChinaIndia

244

Key

Metal coating 
and painting

Steel buildings 
and systems

Long products 
(rebar, wire)

Steel building materials and 
components

Recycling
(scrap metal)

Steelmaking
(flat products)



BLUESCOPE TARGETS AND GOAL

Continuing our pursuit of emissions reduction projects in line with our 2030 steelmaking 
and non-steelmaking targets

1. Source: w orldsteel Association
2. Non-steelmaking emissions cover BlueScope’s midstream activities, and are reported on an equity accounted basis

Steelmaking target: 92% of total emissions
GHG emissions intensity (tCO2-e per tonne raw steel)

Non-steelmaking target2: 7% of total emissions
GHG emissions intensity (tCO2-e per tonne despatched steel)

0.250 0.233 0.241

0.175

FY18
(base year)

FY19 FY22FY21FY20 2030 
Target

-30%

1.635 1.628 1.623 1.606 1.576
1.449

FY20(industry avg)

1.811

(base year) FY19 FY21 FY22 2030 
Target

-12%

-10%

Target published at 
FY2021 Annual Results

FY18

2030 Targets

This goal applies to all our global operational Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions, and is dependent on several enablers,
including the commerciality of emerging and breakthrough technologies, the availability of affordable and reliable 

renewable energy and hydrogen, the availability of quality raw materials and appropriate policy settings

Net Zero 2050 Goal

For more information, see page 43 of 
BlueScope’s Climate Action Report, available at 

www.bluescope.com/sustainable-steel

https://www.bluescope.com/media/3313/bluescope-climate-action-report-2021.pdf


OUR INDICATIVE DECARBONISATION PATHWAY

Taking a dual-stream approach; focus on both near term process asset optimisation and longer-term 
breakthrough technology

Emerging technologies

Offsets

2018 Up to 2050

E
m

is
si

on
s 

(tC
O

2-
e)

Emissions 
baseline

EAF
Other 

technologies

Optimising current operating assets

Energy and 
process 

efficiencies Low carbon 
energy 
sources

Increased 
scrap use Emerging 

technologies

2030

Melter-BOF

Hydrogen DRI

Breakthrough technologies

For more information, see page 44 of 
BlueScope’s Climate Action Report, available at 

www.bluescope.com/sustainable-steel

https://www.bluescope.com/media/3313/bluescope-climate-action-report-2021.pdf


A RANGE OF INITIATIVES UNDERWAY

• Carbon reduction digital twin model 
operational

• Increase scrap use 
− Operational improvements

− Potential scrap pre-heating     
pre-feasibility study underway

• Feasibility studies underway for:
− Waste gas heat recovery plant

− BOF off-gas collection and use

• Coke ovens gas injection           
pre-feasibility study complete

Significant number of projects across optimisation of existing assets and research 
into emerging and breakthrough technologies – collaboration is crucial 

Rio Tinto 
Collaboration • Pilot DRI-Melter to assess use of Pilbara iron ore

• Concept study underway

Hydrogen 
Electrolyser

• Development of 10MW electrolyser pilot plant 
− Feasibility study underway

• CSIRO and Hysata partnerships on high efficiency 
electrolysers

Renewables/Emissions 
Reduction Study

• Collaboration with University of Wollongong and 
Future Fuels CRC, ARENA funding
− Emissions reductions study

− Biochar trials – Pulverised coal injection

Optimising existing assets Emerging and breakthrough technology

H
Hydrogen

1.008

1

DRI
Melter

H
Hydrogen

1.008

1



PORT KEMBLA STEELWORKS 
RENEWABLES AND EMISSIONS REDUCTION STUDY

Systematic study to investigate the technical and economic feasibility of renewable energy and decarbonisation 
technology pathways that have the potential to decarbonise the steelmaking process at the Port Kembla Steelworks.
The project consists of three phases:

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Investigation of potential GHG emissions 
reduction opportunities at PKSW and 
identification of Prioritised Options; and
Purchase of biochar for pilot and plant trials. 

Assessment of Prioritised Options and potential 
decarbonisation pathways for PKSW; and
Pilot-scale and plant demonstration trials of biochar co-
injected into an ironmaking blast furnace

Final assessment and planning 
for further investigations.

Phase 1

Identification and  
Detailed Information 

Reviews of 17 
Technology Areas

“Fatal Flaws” 
and SWOT 
analyses 

Technical 
Decision Criteria, 
with specificity 

and application to 
PKSW

A project team-
based 

evaluation

Prioritised 
Options 

identified for 
further analysis



Prioritised Options identified

Specific Insights for PKSW Pathways

• Thorough investigation by UOW-BlueScope team
• Comprehensive Information Reviews of available 

technologies
• Alternative ironmaking assessed as a longer term technology
• Blast furnace ironmaking not in scope as a longer term 

technology for the purpose of this study
• Several technologies with low TRL have not progressed

Phase 1 Report out soon

PHASE 1 OUTCOMES

LEGEND
Non-viable technology

Possible Prioritised Option
Viable Prioritised Option

 CURRENT AND FUTURE 
TECHNOLOGIES 

SHORT-MEDIUM 
TERM (5-15 years) 

LONG TERM  
(>15 years) 

Blast Furnace Ironmaking  

SCU 

Novel charging materials to BF 
• Carbon containing agglomerates (CCA)   
• Pre-reduced agglomerates (PRA)   
• Ferro-coke   

SCU Biomass application in ironmaking  
• Biochar - Multiple applications    

SCU 

Hydrogen-enriched injection 
• Natural gas   
• Coke ovens gas   
• Hot reducing gas   
• Biogas (biomass pyrolysis - “syngas")   

DCA • Hydrogen   

Sintering 

SCU 
 

• Waste heat recovery from cooler and 
waste gas recycling 

  

• Super-SINTER technology (SST)   
Alternate Ironmaking 
DCA Electrolysis of iron ore   
SCU/ DCA 
 

Fluidized bed direct reduction 
• Multiple equipment options   

SCU/ DCA 
 

Shaft furnace direct reduction 
• Multiple equipment options   

SCU Smelting Reduction (SR) 
• Multiple equipment options   

 
Steelmaking 

SCU/ DCA 

DRI and scrap utilisation in Basic Oxygen Furnace 
• DRI and scrap utilisation in Basic Oxygen 

Furnace, including scrap preheating 
  

• DRI utilisation in SAF-Basic Oxygen 
Furnace  

  

• CONPRO (SMS)   

SCU/ DCA DRI and scrap utilisation in electric arc furnace 
• DRI-EAF or DRI-SAF   

Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage 

SCU 
 

Biological    
Chemical   
Absorption    
Adsorption    
Mineral carbonation   

 



BIOCHAR 

• Previously BlueScope partnered with CSIRO and the then OneSteel in a worldsteel CO2 Breakthrough R&D (CO2BT) 
program on the potential use of renewable carbon-based (biochar) materials.

• This aspect of the project is a continuation of the previous work, which identified the greatest potential for Biochar was 
as a blast furnace tuyere injectant to partially replace pulverised coal.

Trials of biochar combined with pulverised coal for injection into the blast furnace

• The trials are designed to understand how the biochar 
will behave when being combined with coal and being 
pneumatically conveyed and injected into the furnace 
at the tuyeres.

• Bulk Materials Engineering Australia located at 
University of Wollongong conducted biochar 
characterisation and pneumatic conveying testing to 
identify potential handling issues.

• Plant trials planned for January 2023.



Thank you



Wayne Harris - GFG Alliance, Nov 2022

ARENA Insights Forum

The Roadmap to Green 
Iron and Steel in Australia



GFG’s Global Steel Footprint
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20mt
of rolled steel

capacity

8TH
US$16bn
Global Turnover

c.30,000
Employees

Worldwide

Global Presence in

12 countries
200+
Global Industrial

Locations

8th largest steel

manufacturer

outside China

In Numbers

254



Steel manufacturing accounts 
for about 8% of global CO2

emissions

Many countries are already 
legislating to be carbon 
neutral by 2050

As economies develop, 
consumption of steel will 
double in the next 30 - 40 
years

Future of the global steel industry



GFG Alliance’s ambition to make metal 
manufacturing sustainable by 2030



Our Business Challenge

~70% reduction 
through 
GREENSTEEL 
but doesn’t 
address the need 
for primary steel

Liberty 
Steel 

Group 
(includes 
Global BF 

& EAF)

CO2 Baseline 

with no Electric Arc Furnace 
(EAF) or Renewables

30% EAF & 

10% Renewables

70% EAF &

90% Renewables

100%

BREAKTHROUGH 

Hydrogen Based Direct 
Reduction Iron

Scrap based EAF technology will assist in some of the transition. However breakthrough technology required 

for iron ore based processing
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GREENSTEEL manufacturing strategies

GREENSTEEL Transformation programs at steelworks across 
the globe

▪ Combining steel scrap recycling with renewable power and 
electric arc furnace (EAF) steelmaking - most suited to 
mature economies with abundant scrap

▪ Introducing breakthrough technologies such as hydrogen 
based direct reduction iron (DRI) and steel making to 
address emissions from iron ore based primary steel making

Modernisation, upgrades and investment

Applying new technologies and innovation throughout the 
value-chain

We’re transforming for the future
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Global Program Underway
Future world class integrated low emission steel works based in Europe

• Construction underway of new hybrid furnaces 
(~80% reduction in emissions)

Ostrava Czech Republic Galati Romania

• Transitioning to new hybrid furnace process 
using a combination of different feed stocks
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Whyalla Transformation Program
Future world class integrated low emission steel works based in Australia



The Opportunity for Australia
Australia has considerable advantages that can support zero emission steel making at a global scale  

WHYALLA

▪ Access to considerable renewable power (Solar 
and Wind) e.g., within 400km of Whyalla

▪ DR quality Magnetite from South Middle Back 
Ranges in Whyalla

▪ Existing manufacturing infrastructure hub, 
logistics capability and skilled workforce

▪ Strong government focus on increasing 
Renewable Energy and Hydrogen

▪ Proximity to market in Australia and overseas 
for high value add product being produced

Source: Start with Steel, Grattan Institute 2020
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Whyalla GREENSTEEL Transformation Project
Transformed steelworks process flow

Electrolysers

H2 Storage

H2

Green EnergySources

Electric Arc Furnace

Scrap

Water

Direct Reduction
Process

DRGrade

Pellets

Magnetite 
Concentrate

GREEN STEELRollingMill

Magnetite 
Mining

STEELMAKINGMINING

ENERGY

DRI

Natural Gas

Hot Briquette Iron
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We have taken the first steps on our journey

Whyalla has produced Australia’s first 
batch of DR grade pellets 

Magnetite Iron Ore Expansion Program 

underway (First Step: increase magnetite 

concentrate production to 2.5 Mtpa)

Successful production of the Direct Reduction 

grade pellets
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What’s Needed to Deliver
Underpinning infrastructure and support mechanisms will be critical as our Whyalla Transformation Plan 
expands over time 

Power & Network Natural Gas Hydrogen Water Supply

Labour Force Industry Partners
Funding & 
Investment 

Government 
Framework
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Coordinated Government Framework

Support
Supporting the transition of 
existing large industry and 

associated feeds

Enable
Enables capital investment 

and ongoing operating 
support to make this change 

Encourage
Encourages the future 
growth of low carbon 
industries to benefit 
Australian and global 

markets

Australia has a unique opportunity to accelerate and be a leader in low carbon iron and steel making. To help 
achieve this a coordinated and integrated policy framework is needed.
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THANK YOU

gfgalliance.com



ARENA INSIGHTS FORUM
LOW EMISSION METALS 

Kylie Turner

Program Impact Manager 



The initiative is convened by:

With research support from:

With funding from:

Industry & Business Partners:

Supported by:

Australian Industry Energy Transitions Initiative Partners



Jointly convened by Climateworks Centre and Climate-KIC AustraliaENERGYTRANSITIONSINITIATIVE.OR
G

ALUMINIUM OTHER METALS CHEMICALSLNGIRON & STEEL

PATHWAYS PROJECTS

Modelling decarbonisation 
pathways with scenarios

Identifying priorities, 
milestones and actions to 

reach 
net zero emissions

Early actions, 
demonstrations, 

system transition actions

Focusing on five 
key supply chains 



This is a moment of 
opportunity to align and 
focus efforts to create a 
globally competitive, 
equitable, net zero industrial 
economy in Australia.





Jointly convened by Climateworks Centre and Climate-KIC AustraliaENERGYTRANSITIONSINITIATIVE.OR
G

The initiative is co-convened by Climateworks Centre, based at Monash 
University, and Climate-KIC, with delivery and research support from 
CSIRO, the Rocky Mountain Institute, the Energy Transitions Commission, 
and BloombergNEF.

Contact the ETI team @ 
industry.ETI@climateworkscentre.org

Final closing slide  



Panel discussion
Alison Reeve, Grattan Institute 
Michael Buckley, Rio Tinto
Phil Hodgson, Calix
Andrew McClure, Bluescope
Wayne Harris, GFG
Kylie Turner, ETI



LEM breakout session three
---
Green Alumina: Decarbonising alumina 
refining in Australia
---
Facilitator: Zoe Von Batenburg, ARENA



29 November 2022

Roadmap for 
Decarbonising 
Australian Alumina 
Refining

ARENA Insights Forum

Elizabeth Boylan
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Project, Workshops and findings
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Development of the Roadmap for Decarbonising Australian Alumina Refining 

• Roadmap showing potential pathways to transition to net zero
alumina refining in Australia

• considering the technical, commercial and market implications
for emerging low emissions refining technologies.

Objective

Potential for alumina 
refining to decarbonise and 
accelerate the transition to 
a low emissions aluminium 

value chain

Identify available and 
emerging technologies that 

can facilitate 
decarbonisation of 

alumina refinery

Identify barriers, challenges 
and risks involved with 

decarbonisation and how 
these can be overcome

Provide clear findings for 
industry and government 
to help inform the next 

stage of decarbonisation of 
the sector.

Focus areas

• Clear signals to industry, government, regulators and energy
market participants

• In order to enable industry, Government, regulators and
energy market participants to collaborate and coordinate
investment for low emissions alumina refining.

Target Audience

Who? 

Refiners – Alcoa, Rio Tinto, South32
ARENA
Supported by Deloitte
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Why alumina refining?  |
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How? | Workshop series

Decarbonising the 

Bayer Process

2021

High-level road map

2022

Investment required to 

support net zero 

alumina production

2022

Decarbonising 

calcination

Collaboration models 

to support scale up of 

decarbonisation 

pathways

2022

Finalisation of report 

20222021
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What is the refining process? 
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How? | Technology + Modelling approach 
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Gradual Abatement Pathway
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Roadmap outcomes|
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Roadmap outcomes| Themes and Challenges 
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Conclusion 
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Technology as a key to emission reduction in the alumina industry

ARENA Insights Forum
Ray Chatfield

29 November 2022



• We must continue to reinvent the industry so we can deliver sustainably into the future
The aluminium we produce is central to modern life

Material of the 
future

65%
Expected growth 

in aluminium 
demand  by 

Infinitely recyclable
75%

Of all aluminium produced is 
still in use today2

Significant economic impact
$200B

Direct and indirect contribution to 
economic output in the U.S. and 

Europe alone3



Australia’s aluminium industry

Bauxite Exploration

<10 Mt Bauxite Mine

>10 Mt Bauxite Mine

Alumina Refinery

Aluminium Smelter

Extrusion Plant

HPA Project

17,000

direct jobs*

$14B

in export revenue

$50+B

capital replacement

$5B

annual local spend

‒ 14.5 Mtns CO2-e p.a.
‒ Approx 3% of Australia’s 

emissions



Operations
Reduce risk exposure: minimise
environmental impacts to improve our footprint

Products
Improve value: enhance our
products through differentiation

Communities
Obtain the right to grow: create sustainable
value for the communities where we operate

… AND a focus on innovating sustainable
solutions that reinvent the industry.

• Sustainability Pillars
Advancing sustainably





R&D program focused on upstream aluminum value chain
Technology solutions roadmap for Alcoa system

Mining emissions sources: 
diesel and electricity

Need: OEM solution for 
battery or green hydrogen 
power + decarbonised grid 

Alcoa’s Refinery of the 
Future project provides 
solutions for all direct 

refinery emissions

Need: decarbonised grid

ELYSISTM, inert-
anode solution 

eliminates all Scope 1 
and 3 emissions 
associated with 

aluminum smelting

ASTRAEATM 

technology
creating high purity

aluminum from post-
consumer scrap

Alcoa will partner with 
customers to provide 
alloy development to 

support further recycling; 
especially post-

consumer

Scope 3 transportation emissions sources: bunker fuel and diesel

Need: renewable energy solution for maritime and land-based solutions 

INNOVATIONS 
TARGETE D BY

ALCOA R&D 
PROGRAMS .

ALCOA WILL 
W ORK W ITH 
INNOVATORS 

AND
GOVERNM E NTS 

TO ADOPT 
SOLUTIO NS

TRANSPORTTRANSPORTTRANSPORTMINING REFINI NG SMELTING CASTING
POST
CONSUM ER
RECYCLING

CUSTOMERS



GHG reduction in refining
GHG EMISSION SOURCES

AUSTRALIAN ALUMINA 
REFINERIES

Boilers

70%

Calciners

24%

Electric 
Power

6%

Mechanical 
Vapour 
Recompression

$$ $ Very efficient, similar 
to heat pump.

Electric Boiler $ $$ Electric demand is 3x 
MVR.

Hydrogen Boilers $ $$$ Electrolysers are 
extremely e- intensive

Technology Refinery
Capital 

Infrast.
Capital

Comment

Electric Calciner $$ $$ Thermal storage to 
reduce power cost.

Hydrogen $ $$$ More power required.

Storage 
(thermal/electric)

$$ Reduces peak period 
demand



Mechanical Vapour Recompression (MVR) 

✓

70%

Current condition
Fossil fuel burned in 
boilers to make steam 
for process heat

Future condition
Renewable electricity 
drives MVR equipment 
to compress waste 
vapour to make steam 
for process heat

GHG emissions



MVR: Wagerup demonstration
• Alcoa is investing $24.2M in addition to ARENA’s $11.3M to test the 

feasibility of MVR

▪ Two low speed compressors in series with a total installed 
capacity of  4 MW will be retrofitted to an existing falling film 
evaporator

▪ Commissioning planned 2024
Key Objectives
▪ Demonstrate MVR operation in an alumina refinery
▪ Demonstrate load flexibility
Process
▪ Vapour exiting the evaporator is compressed, increasing its 

condensing temperature providing the thermal driving force in 
the heat exchanger to evaporate more liquid

Falling Film 
Evaporator

MVR 
Compressors

MVR Evaporator



• Wagerup example
MVR: full scale implementation

▪ Retrofit capability is extremely important 
given that refineries can remain viable over 60 
years

▪ Requires 5 trains of approximately 13 high 
volume conventional compressors in series

▪ Capture waste vapour at 50OC and 14 kPa 
absolute and compress it to 850 kPa - replace 
boiler steam

▪ Displacement of natural gas with ~200 MW of 
import renewable power

▪ Has not been proven at this scale, nor in an 
Alumina refinery 

▪ Requires significant space for, and managing 
maintenance of so many compressors

Two evaporation MVR compressor trains



Electric Calcination

80% 
Efficient

FUTURE STATE
Renewable electricity drives the 
calciner, no direct CO2 emissions

Water and energy harvested as 
steam which is reused to provide 
process heat and condensed to 
displace externally sourced water

25%
Efficient

CURRENT STATE
Fossil fuel combusted in calciner 
for heat, direct CO2 emissions 
vented to atmosphere

Liberated water lost to atmosphere

ALUMINAHYDRATED 
ALUMINA

RENEWABLE 
ELECTRICTY

REFINERY 
PROCESS 
HEATING

WATER 
SAVED

STEAM

ALUMINA

CO2
WASTE 
STEAM

HYDRATED 
ALUMINA

GAS

✓
24%

GHG emissions



▪ $19.7m project to test process in partnership with ARENA 
($8.6m) and the WA Govt CEFF ($1.7m)

▪ Multi-stage development, several years duration
• Stage 1:

• Prove key components
• 1/60th scale

▪ ~1 GW if implemented in Alcoa’s WA refineries

▪ Provides load flexibility and essential system services 
to the grid, enabling easier variable renewables power 
integration

▪ Overall emissions reduction, no stack required

Electric Calcination  

Alcoa design fluid-flash calciner



MVR and Electric Calcination
• Combined, the technologies could halve the energy output of current process



Generated using data from 

Jacobs modelling for Alcoa
Seasonality of Renewables 
in the SW of WA

• Refineries need firm energy
Renewable energy supply

▪ Full implementation across Alcoa’s WA refineries would 
require ~ 1.5 GW baseload power, approximately 60% 
of the SWIS average load, and requiring in the order of 
4-7 GW renewable development. 

▪ The SWIS was never designed for these scales of 
renewables and will require significant augmentation 
and planning.

▪ Renewables in the SW of WA is very seasonal resulting 
in significant shortfalls during April and May.

▪ Refining process is best served by firm, reliable power 
supply – so development of long duration storage 
(thermal + electrical) will be a key success 
requirement.

NatHERS2016 data set. Figures generated with SAM (2020)

GHI
-PV

Wind



▪ Proving MVR and Electric Calcination 
technologies creates a pathway to meaningful 
GHG reductions in refining

▪ With renewable power, the technologies could 
reduce alumina refining GHG footprint by 98%

▪ Significant quantities of water saved
▪ Decarbonising alumina refining will be capital 

intensive
▪ Combined with Elysis technology in smelting, 

green aluminium is within reach

Reinventing the aluminium industry for a sustainable future
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ARENA Insights Forum

Green hydrogen in 
mining and refining
Sreeraj Balachandran
Manager, Climate Change 
November 2022

Yarwun Alumina Refinery, QLD
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Cautionary and supporting statements
This presentation has been prepared by Rio Tinto plc and Rio Tinto Limited (together with their subsidiaries, “Rio Tinto”). By accessing/attending this presentation you acknowledge that you have read and 
understood the following statement. 
Forward-looking statements
This presentation includes “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this 
report, including, without limitation, those regarding Rio Tinto’s financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future operations (including development plans and objectives 
relating to Rio Tinto’s products, production forecasts and reserve and resource positions), are forward-looking statements. The words “intend”, “aim”, “project”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “plan”, “believes”, 
“expects”, “may”, “should”, “will”, “target”, “set to” or similar expressions, commonly identify such forward-looking statements.
Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Rio Tinto, or industry results, to be 
materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions 
regarding Rio Tinto’s present and future business strategies and the environment in which Rio Tinto will operate in the future. Among the important factors that could cause Rio Tinto’s actual results, 
performance or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to: an inability to live up to Rio Tinto’s values and any resultant damage to its 
reputation; the impacts of geopolitics on trade and investment; the impacts of climate change and the transition to a low-carbon future; an inability to successfully execute and/or realise value from 
acquisitions and divestments; the level of new ore resources, including the results of exploration programmes and/or acquisit ions; disruption to strategic partnerships that play a material role in delivering 
growth, production, cash or market positioning; damage to Rio Tinto’s relationships with communities and governments; an inability to attract and retain requisite skilled people; declines in commodity prices 
and adverse exchange rate movements; an inability to raise sufficient funds for capital investment; inadequate estimates of ore resources and reserves; delays or overruns of large and complex projects; 
changes in tax regulation; safety incidents or major hazard events; cyber breaches; physical impacts from climate change; the impacts of water scarcity;  natural disasters; an inability to successfully manage 
the closure, reclamation and rehabilitation of sites; the impacts of civil unrest; the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic; breaches of Rio Tinto’s policies, standard and procedures, laws or regulations; trade 
tensions between the world’s major economies; increasing societal and investor expectations, in particular with regard to environmental, social and governance considerations; the impacts of technological 
advancements; and such other risks identified in Rio Tinto’s most recent Annual Report and accounts in Australia and the United Kingdom and the most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the 
United States Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”) or Form 6-Ks furnished to, or filed with, the SEC. Forward-looking statements should, therefore, be construed in light of such risk factors and 
undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this report. Rio Tinto expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking 
(except as required by applicable law, the UK Listing Rules, the Disclosure Guidance and Transparency Rules of the Financial Conduct Authority and the Listing Rules of the Australian Securities Exchange) 
to release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in Rio Tinto’s expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or 
circumstances on which any such statement is based.
Nothing in this presentation should be interpreted to mean that future earnings per share of Rio Tinto plc or Rio Tinto Limited will necessarily match or exceed its historical published earnings per share.
Disclaimer
Neither this presentation, nor the question and answer session, nor any part thereof, may be recorded, transcribed, distributed, published or reproduced in any form, except as permitted by Rio Tinto. By 
accessing/ attending this presentation, you agree with the foregoing and, upon request, you will promptly return any records or transcripts at the presentation without retaining any copies.
This presentation contains a number of non-IFRS financial measures. Rio Tinto management considers these to be key financial performance indicators of the business and they are defined and/or 
reconciled in Rio Tinto’s annual results press release, Annual Report and accounts in Australia and the United Kingdom and/or the most recent Annual Report on Form 20-F filed with the SEC or Form 6-Ks 
furnished to, or filed with, 
the SEC.
Reference to consensus figures are not based on Rio Tinto’s own opinions, estimates or forecasts and are compiled and published without comment from, or endorsement or verification by, Rio Tinto. The 
consensus figures do not necessarily reflect guidance provided from time to time by Rio Tinto where given in relation to equivalent metrics, which to the extent available can be found on the Rio Tinto website.
By referencing consensus figures, Rio Tinto does not imply that it endorses, confirms or expresses a view on the consensus figures. The consensus figures are provided for informational purposes only and 
are not intended to, nor do they, constitute investment advice or any solicitation to buy, hold or sell securities or other financial instruments. No warranty or representation, either express or implied, is made 
by Rio Tinto or its affiliates, or their respective directors, officers and employees, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or achievability of the consensus figures and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, 
no responsibility or liability is accepted by any of those persons in respect of those matters. Rio Tinto assumes no obligation to update, revise or supplement the consensus figures to reflect circumstances 
existing after the date hereof.
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Rio Tinto's climate 
commitments

15% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions by 2025 

50% reduction in Scope 1 and 2 
emissions by 2030 

Our targets 

Supported by
$7.5bn investment                      
over the next eight years (2022-
2030) to decarbonise our assets

Ultimately Ambition of net zero emission
from operations by 2050

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved

Note: Target reductions against 2018 Base year, equity reporting basis
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2021 - Emissions by source 31.1Mt CO2 equity

Electricity Process Heat Anodes and reductants Mobile Diesel

1.2

5 Mtpa emissions

1 Mtpa emissions

100 ktpa emissions

Scope 1 & 2 carbon footprint

1%

3%

13%

18%

21%

28% 17%

Net land
management

Process gases

Mobile diesel

Process heat

Anodes and
reductants

Electricity

purchased
generated

14.0 Mt

6.4 Mt

5.6 Mt

4.0 Mt

0.9 Mt

0.2 Mt

Rio Tinto’s ambition: 
to reach net zero emissions by 2050

©2022, Rio Tinto, All Rights Reserved ~22% of RT emissions are from Gladstone region operations
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Hydrogen
has a role to 
play in 
Rio Tinto’s 
ambition

New technology and 
new processing 
opportunities:

– Fossil fuel replacement

– Carbon reductant substitution

– Diesel replacement

– Natural gas replacement
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The challenge: 
building a complex supply chain at the right price

Renewables

Commercial scale hydrogen requires 
a complex supply chain, with long 
development timeframes.

Significant challenges must be 
overcome, as the engineering behind 
green hydrogen has limitations.

– Giga-watts of renewables: requires a solution for 
intermittency, cost reductions

– Electrolyser scale, efficiency and cost: requires 
continued development

– Storage and transportation: requires technology breakthroughs

– End use solutions: requires new process development –
process safety, scale up and operability challenges

Storage for 
Intermittency

Storage and 
distribution ConsumptionElectrolysis
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Partnerships and 
collaboration are 
essential

Coordination is needed between 
government, industry, R&D, 
technology and NGOs
– novel technology to prove end use 

and anchor demand
– timely development to supply  

customers
– development and technology to 

support export markets 
– Gladstone has the right combination 

of co-located elements to deliver 
hydrogen ecosystem
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Gladstone: 
a future 
hydrogen 
ecosystem
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A potential 
decarbonisation 
pathway for 
alumina refining

Rio Tinto Yarwun Hydrogen 
Calcination program 

– Natural gas a primary 
decarbonisation opportunity

– Steam generation a secondary 
decarbonisation opportunity

– Recovered water can be reused for 
electrolysis
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Technology development for hydrogen calcination 

Concept 
validated

Laboratory 
R&D

conducted

Operations 
proven

Scale of 
use

Retrofit
integration

Ideation Proof of Concept Piloting Full Scale 
Demonstration

Industrial
Deployment
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Process Safety and Technology development are 
key challenges

H2 Production

H2 Compression 
and Storage

H2 Firing and 
Calcination 

• 2MW electrolyser
• intermittent operation during renewable 

energy availability

• >250 bar storage
• Compression and storage reticulation system

• Dual fire burner management integration with 
Yarwun control system

• Direct H2 injection or H2/O2 injection
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Process Safety and Technology development are 
key challenges

Operability and 
Retrofit:

• Detailed review to ensure compliance with 
“best industry standards” 

• Fire & explosion assessment

• Rio Tinto’s risk compliance studies, HAZID, 
HAZOP, CHAZOP, LOPA, SIF and SIL 
assessments 

• Training and development of operators, 
maintainers and leaders on H2 use 

Process
and

Functional 
Safety:

• Site integration requirements

• Retrofit, to minimize operations impacts
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Two separate 
partnerships 
to assess 
hydrogen use

Yarwun Alumina Refinery, Gladstone, QLD
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Australian 
Renewable Energy 
Agency (ARENA) 

Partnership details
– announced in June 2021
– $1.2 million feasibility study 
– understand how clean hydrogen 

could replace natural gas in the 
calcination process of refining at 
the Yarwun alumina refinery

– includes work to be done at 
Rio Tinto’s Bundoora Technical 
Development Centre in Melbourne
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Partnership details
– Rio Tinto and Sumitomo signed a 

Letter of Intent in August 2021 
– study the construction of a 

hydrogen pilot plant at the 
Yarwun alumina refinery

– if successful, Rio Tinto could be the 
foundation customer for the 
Gladstone Hydrogen Ecosystem 

Sumitomo 
Corporation
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Questions?



Panel discussion
Zoe Von Batenburg, ARENA
Elizabeth Boylan, Deloitte
Ray Chatfield, Alcoa
Sreeraj Balachandran, Rio Tinto



Looking for more insights from ARENA’s funded project?

---
Visit ARENA’s Knowledge Bank
https://arena.gov.au/knowledge-bank/

---
Get in touch with ARENA’s knowledge sharing team
knowledge@arena.gov.au


